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INTRODUCTION 
The Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 created an 
extensive and detailed set of regulations that applied to most 
private employers in the United States who had not been covered 
by previous safety legislation. Under the OSH Act, employers are 
required to keep records of all work-related deaths, all 
occupational illnesses, and those work-related injuries which 
involve restriction of work or motion, loss of consciousness, 
temporary transfer to another job, or medical treatment beyond 
first aid. It is hoped that keeping these records will encourage 
both employers and workers to be more aware of maintaining safe 
and healthful working conditions. 
The United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor 
Statistics is the federal agency authorized under the Act to 
develop and maintain the annual occupational injury and illness 
survey program. BLS created a federal/state cooperative system 
to fulfill this function. The recordkeeping system is designed to 
assist the Occupational Safety and Health Administration in 
establishing standards and identifying hazardous industries. The 
survey is intended to provide the Bureau of Labor Statistics and 
cooperating state agencies with a statistical base. The Maine 
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Standards, Research and 
Statistics Division is the agency designated to collect, compile, 
and analyze the injury and illness data for the State of Maine. 
The results of this cooperative program are presented in this 
report. 
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I. 1986 SURVEY HIGHLIGHTS 
-Recordable occupational injur.ies and illnesses occurred at an 
estimated rate of 12.9 cases for every 100 full-time workers in 
1986. This statistic represents an increase of about 3 percent, 
compared to the 1985 total case incidence rate of 12.S injuries 
and illnesses per 100 workers. 
-On the average, in the private sector in Maine, about 1 in 8 
suffered an occupational injury or illness during 1986. This 
statistic is unchanged from last year. 
-There were approximately 41,100 occupational injuries and 
illnesses during 1986 of which slightly less than half, about 
19,300, involved one or more lost workdays. This statistic 
represents an increase in total cases of about 3,000,or 8 
percent, from 1985 to 1986. 
-About 95 percent of all job-related injuries and illnesses in 
Maine during 1986 were injuries; only 5 percent were illnesses. 
-There were approximately 39,100 injuries recorded in Maine in 
1986, an increase of 7 percent, or about 2,500 more cases than 
1985. The number of lost workdays due to occupational injuries 
decreased in 1986 by about 9,200, to 379,000 days lost. This 
figure was a decrease of 2 percent. On the national level, the 
number of injuries and illnesses was unchanged; the number of 
lost workdays increased by 1 percent. 
-The estimated number of occupational illnesses increased by 27 
percent to over 2,000 cases. The number of workdays lost due to 
illnesses increased by 12 percent, to approximately 31,500 days 
in 1986. The number of illnesses associated with repeated trauma 
increased by 36 percent. Five other illness categories increased 
in 1986, while one category decreased. 
-In 1986 there were 410,500 lost workdays recorded, of which 
approximately 347,500 were days away from work and 63,000 were 
days of restricted work activity. These statistics mean that as a 
result of occupational injuries and illnesses in Maine in 1986, 
there was a loss to Maine's private sector economy of 1,642 
worker years of labor. This figure represents a modest decrease 
from 1985 when nearly 1,665 worker years were lost. 
- 2 -
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-On the average, each lost workday case in 1986 resulted in 21 
workdays lost, down from last year's figure of 22 lost workdays 
per lost workday case. Each lost workday injury in 1986 involved 
an average of 21 lost workdays, while occupational illnesses 
accounted for 32 lost workdays per lost workday illness case. 
-From 1985 to 1986, total case incidence rates increased for six 
industry divisions and decreased for two industry divisions. 
Agriculture (+46 percent), Finance (+22 percent) and Wholesale 
Trade (+18 percent) increased the most dramatically while 
Manufacturing (+6 percent) and Construction (+3 percent) had more 
moderate increases. Transportation (-17 percent) and Services 
(-16 percent) experienced decreases in their total case rate. 
-Of the 45 Major Industry Groups for which rates were published 
in 1986, 20 groups experienced a lower total case incidence rate 
in 1986 than 1985, and 22 groups recorded increasing rates. One 
group was unchanged and two groups' incidence rates which were 
not published in 1985, were publishable in 1986. 
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II. WHAT IS AN INCIDENCE RATE? 
The annual OSH survey collects data from a selected sample 
of Maine's private sector employers regarding their safety and 
health experience during the previous year. By simply examining 
the number of injuries and illnesses for different industries, 
meaningful comparisons would be impossible because of the various 
size workforces and different patterns of working hours. More 
information is needed than just the number of cases. 
Therefore, in addition to the number of injuries, illnesses, 
and associated lost workdays, the survey asks for the total 
number of hours actually worked by all of the company's employees 
during the survey year. This figure, known as the number of 
exposure hours, allows the computation of the number of cases or 
lost workdays for every 100 full-time equivalent workers. The 
result, known as an incidence rate, permits year-to-year and 
industry-to-industry comparisons. The formula by which incidence 
rates are computed is as follows. (In all cases, the figure given 
as the incidence rate should be understood to represent the 
number of cases or lost workdays per 100 full-time workers.) 
INCIDENCE RATE = (N x 200,000)/EH 
N= NUMBER OF INCIDENTS 
EH= TOTAL HOURS WORKED BY EMPLOYEES IN ONE YEAR, 
EXCLUDING VACATION & SICK TIME. 
An example of the calculation of incidence rate follows: 
FIRM X 
Number of cases=S 
Number of employees=l5 
Hours worked per week=30 
Weeks worked per year=SO 
EH=l5x30x50=22,500 
IR=Sx200,000/22,500=44.4 
FIRM Y 
Number of cases=l5 
Number of employees=SO 
Hours worked per week=40 
Weeks worked per year=SO 
EH=50x40x50=100,000 
IR=l5x200,000/100,000=30.0 
This example exhibits the usefulness of incidence rates. By 
just comparing the number of cases, it appears that Firm Y had a 
poorer safety record than Firm X. However by comparing incidence 
rates, which compares both firms at a common base, Firm Y 
actually has a better safety record. 
- 4 -
An incidence r.ate can be calculated either for injuries or 
illnesses or for the sum of both. Within any of these categories 
rates can be identified for total cases, for lost workday cases, 
for nonfatal cases without lost workdays, for days away from 
work, for days of restricted work activity, or for total lost 
workdays. (For additional inform~tion regarding incidence rates, 
see Appendix E.) 
Survey year 1986 represents the fifteenth full year of data 
collection for the OSH survey. This report examines trends and 
patterns in the information collected since 1975 in an effort to 
better analyze and interpret this year's results. 
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III. OCCUPATIONAL INJURY AND ILLNESS INCIDENCE RATES. 
In 1986, in Maine's private sector, recordable occupational 
injuries and illnesses occurred at a rate of 12.9 cases for every 
100 full-time workers. This all-industry total case incidence 
rate represents the experience of approximately 386,000 workers 
in Maine's private sector. Lost workday cases (those involving 
days away from work or days of restricted work activity or both) 
occurred at the rate of 6.0 cases per 100 workers. The incidence 
rate for injuries and illnesses without lost workdays was 6.8. 
In 1986 the total case incidence rate increased by 3 percent 
to 12.9. This rate represents the second highest ever recorded in 
the State of Maine. Prior to 1984, the rate had remained within a 
relatively narrow range: between 10.3, which occurred in 1975, 
and 12.1, which occurred in 1979. In 1986 the lost workday case 
rate declined by 3 percent to 6.0 while the incidence rate for 
cases without lost workdays increased by 8 percent to 6.8. Both 
of these rates represent some of the highest rates in the fifteen 
years of the survey. (See Chart 1.) 
Chart 1: Total Case Incidence Rates by Case Type, Maine, 1975-1986. 
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Since 1982 the total hours worked and average annual employment 
have increased steadily each year, as shown in Chart 2. From 1985 
to 1986, increases of about 5 percent in hours worked and 4 
percent in employment were recorded in the private sector • 
Chart 2: Total Hours Worked and Annual Average Employment. ~cine, 1975-1986. 
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IV. LOST WORKDAYS AND LOST WORKDAY INCIDENCE RATES. 
Lost workdays include days that an employee was totally 
absent from work, as well as days that an employee's work was 
restricted. Restrictions include a change to light duties, part 
time, a temporary transfer to another job, etc. Lost workdays do 
not include the day the injury occurred or the day the illness 
was discovered. The incidence rate for total lost workdays in 
1986 was 128.2 days for every 100 workers. This figure can be 
reduced to 108.5 days away from work, plus 19.7 days of 
restricted work activity. 
The lost workday incidence rate nearly doubled between 1972 
and 1980. The average yearly change was about 9 percent. After 
rising to an all time high in 1984 (139.4),the lost workday 
incidence rate has declined each of the last two years. The 1986 
rate of 128.2 represents a decline of 6 percent from 1985 and an 
8 percent decline from 1984. 
Days away from work made up 85 percent of all lost workdays 
in 1986. In 1986 the incidence rate for days of restricted work 
activity rose by 7 percent. This rate has increased for eight of 
the last ten years. 
Chart 3: Lost Workday lncldence Rates, by Category, Malne, 1975-1986. 
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V. OCCUPATIONAL ILLNESSES 
In 1986, Maine's private sector recorded 0.6 occupational 
illnesses per 100 workers. This figure represents an increase of 
20 percent. The incidence rate of illnesses with lost workdays 
remained the same, 0.3 cases in 1986. The lost workday rate 
increased from 9.2 days in 1985, due to illness, to 9.8 days in 
1986, an increase of 7 percent. In 1986, recordable occupational 
illnesses accounted for approximately 5 percent of all cases. 
This statistic represents a significant increase from last year, 
when illnesses represented 4 percent of all injury and illness 
cases. (See Text Table A.) 
Text Table A: Illness Incidence Rates by Type and Incidence Rates of 
Lost Workdays due to Illness, Maine, 1974-1986. 
Incidence Rates 
----------------------------------------
Percentage of 
Survey Total Lost Workday Lost Workdays All Cases 
Year Illnesses Illnesses due to Illness That were Illnesses 
------ ---------
--- --- ----·- --·-·------------ -------------~-----
1974 0.3 0.1 1. 5 3.0% 
1975 0.3 0.1 2.5 3.4 
1976 0.3 0 .1 2.3 3.0 
1977 0.4 0.2 3.2 3.4 
1978 0.4 0.2 2.8 2.8 
1979 0.4 0.2 3.0 3.1 
1980 0.4 0.2 4.8 3.6 
1981 o.s 0.3 5.9 4.1 
1982 0.6 0.4 11. 9 5.4 
1983 0.6 0.3 11. 2 5.1 
1984 0.6 0.3 10.4 4.9 
1985 0.5 0.3 9.2 4.2 
1986 0.6 0.3 9.8 5.0 
------ - ----- -- --------------·--- -------- ---------·-----------------·--·----------
The estimated number of occupational illnesses increased 
from 1985 to 1986 by almost 27 percent, from approximately 1600 
cases to over 2000 cases. (See Text Table B.) Of the seven 
illness categories, six reported increases: Disorders due to 
physical agents increased by over 150 percent, while poisoning 
(systemic effects of toxic materials) increased by over 80 
percent. Disorders associated with repeated trauma rose by 36 
percent. This category now represents over 50 percent of all 
recorded occupational illnesses. The only illness category which 
decreased in 1986 was respiratory diseases due to toxic agents, 
which decreased by 12 percent. 
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Text Table B: Nucber of Occupational Illnesses by Category, Maine, 1985-86 
Number of Illnesses 
Category of Illness 
Total all Categories 
1985 
1610 
779 
397 
126 
57 
Disorders associated with repeated trauma 
Occupational skin diseases & disorders 
Respiratory diseases due to toxic agents 
Disorders due to physical agents 
Poisoning (systemic effects of toxic material) 30 
13 
206 
Dust diseases of the lung 
All other occupational illnesses 
1986 
2041 
1057 
433 
110 
143 
55 
18 
225 
% Change 
26.8% 
35.7% 
9.1% 
-12.7% 
150.9% 
83.3% 
38.5% 
9.2% 
Chart 4: Number of Occupational Illnesses by Type, M<1ine, 1975-1986. 
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Note: "All Other Occupational Illnesses" includes Dust Diseases 
of the Lung, Systemic Poisoning, and other Occupational Illnesses 
(categories 7b, 7d, and 7g; see Glossary). 
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VI. INDUSTRY DIVISION ANALYSIS 
Industry divisions are defined using the Standard Industrial 
Classification (SIC) system. (See the Glossary.) Data are 
provided for eight industry divisions: Agriculture, Construction, 
Manufacturing, Transportation, Wholesale Trade, Retail Trade, 
Finance and Services. 
From 1985 to 1986, total case incidence rates increased for 
six industry divisions and decreased for two divisions, as shown 
in Text Table C. Agriculture increased by the largest amount, 46 
percent, while Wholesale Trade and Finance were up by 18 percent 
and 22 percent respectively. This rate also increased by varying 
amounts for Construction (3 percent), Manufacturing (6 percent) 
and Retail Trade (9 percent). Transportation and Services were 
the only divisions which had a declining total case incidence 
rate, each declining by about 16 percent. (See Text Table C.) 
Text Table C: Total Case Incidence Rates b' Case T9pe, b9 Indu1tr9 Division, Hiline, 198!H986. 
Incidence Rues 
------------------------------------------------------------
Lost. llorldag Nonfa\al Cases w/D 
Tot.al Cases Cases Lou llorkdags 
------------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
lndust.ry ISICI 1985 1986 I Chg 1985 1986 I Chg 1985 1986 I Chg 
--------------
-------- --------
PRIVATE SECTOR 101-891 12.5 12.9 3.21 6.2 6.0 -3.21 6.., 6.8 6.31 
Agricult.ure I 01-091 13.0 19.0 46.21 7.8 9.3 19.21 5.2 9.5 82. 71 
Const.ruct.ian 115-171 22.6 23.3 3.U 10.5 11.1 5.n 12.2 12.2 0.01 
Hanufac\uring 120-391 16.2 17.2 6.21 8.5 8.3 -2.41 7.7 9.0 16.91 
Transport.at.ion (40-411 11.8 9.8 -16.91 6.2 4.8 -22.61 5.6 5.0 -10.n 
Wholesale Trade ( 50-511 10.9 12.9 18.41 5.1 6.1 19.61 5.8 6.8 17 .21 
Re\ail Trade 152-591 9.9 10.8 9.11 11.4 4.4 0.01 5.5 6.'I 16.41 
F rnance 160-671 1 a 2.2 22.21 0.5 1.0 100.0S 1.3 1.2 -7.7\ 
5~r•ices 170-891 9.B 8.2 -16.3\ 4.8 4.2 -12.51 5.0 4.1 -18.0l 
lf c1~.~~ d~visions, except Services, had higher incidence rates 
' 1 - without lost workdays than cases with lost workdays In 
ot l<>t words sev'n d" · · 1 d • 
.. · ... , . ~ . iv1s1ons 1a more injuries without lost 
woikJ<lys than tnJur1es with lost time. (See Chart 5.) 
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Chart 5: Total Case lncldence Rates by Case Type. by Divlsion, Maine, 1986. 
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Of the 8 divisions, 3 recorded a decrease in the lost 
workday case rate, with Transportation and Services recording the 
largest proportional decreases, decreasing by 23 percent and 12 
percent respectively. The lost workday case rate fell by 2 
percent for the Manufacturing Division. The 5 remaining divisions 
all increased in amounts ranging from 5 percent (Construction 
Division) to 100 percent (Finance Division). 
The all-industry incidence rate for cases without lost 
workdays rose to 6.8 cases per 100 workers. Rates increased for 5 
divisions, by amounts ranging from 16 percent (Retail Trade) to 
83 percent (Agriculture). (See Text Table C.) 
The private sector's incidence rate for lost workdays 
decreased slightly. However, rates for 4 divisions increased by 
various amounts, with Finance increasing by the greatest amount 
(252 percent). (See Text Table D.) 
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Text Table D: Lost Worlda9 Incidence Rates bg Categor9 1 bg Industry Division, Kline, 1'85-1986. 
Incidence Rates 
------------------------------------------------------------
0111 of Restricted 
Last Workdays = Dags Away Fro1 Wark + Wark ActiYhy 
------------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
Industry ISICl 1985 1986 I Chg 1985 1986 I Chg 1985 198' I Chg 
--------------
-------- --------
PRIVATE SECTOR !01-891 136.6 128.2 -6.11 118.2 108.5 -8.21 18.4 19.7 7.11 
Agriculture 101-091 122.5 213.4 74.21 116.2 205.B 77 .11 6.3 7.6 20.61 
Construction 115-171 210.5 217.9 3.51 197.6 202.9 2.71 13.0 14.9 14.61 
Manufacturing 120-391 203.7 198.2 -2.71 164.6 150.6 -8.51 3'.1 47.6 21.71 
Transportation 140-491 165.5 137.3 -17.01 155.5 131.4 -15.51 10.1 5.9 -41.61 
Wholesale Trade 150-511 73.7 112.1 52.11 65.4 107.3 64.11 8.3 4.B -42.21 
Retail Trade 152-591 93.8 78.4 -6.41 70.3 70.7 0.61 13.4 7.7 -42.51 
Finance 160-671 5.9 20.8 252.51 5.5 18.3 232.71 0.5 2.4 380.0I 
Services 170-891 110.1 72.6 -34.11 105.1 66.0 -37.21 5.0 6.6 32.0I 
For the private sector, the incidence rate for days of 
restricted work activity increased by approximately 7 percent. 
Again the Finance Division recorded the largest proportional 
increase in this rate (380 percent). Three divisions, 
Transportation, Wholesale Trade and Retail Trade, had reductions 
in this rate. 
One hypothesis that has widespread support states that 
changes in employment result in changes in safety experience, as 
measured by the various incidence rates. The intuitive assumption 
is that those workers with the least experience are involved in a 
proportionately high number of incidences. These newer workers 
are generally laid off first, leaving a more experienced, and 
supposedly safer, workforce behind. As a result, industries with 
declining employments tend to show a decrease in incidence rates 
while growing industries show an increase. 
As shown in Text Table E, six divisions recorded increases 
in both employment and hours worked. (See page 14.) 
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Text Table E: Published Employment and Total Hours Worked by 
Industry Division, Maine, 1985-1986. 
Published Employment Total Hours Worked 
(in thousands) (in millions) 
------------------------- -------------------------
Industry (SIC) 1985 1986 % Chg 1985 1986 % Chg 
---------------
-·------ --·------
PRIVATE SECTOR (01-89) 370.2 386.5 4.4% 609.3 640.5 5.1% 
Agriculture (01-09) 3.4 3.7 8.8% 5.7 6.2 8.8% 
Construction (15-17) 23.5 26.9 14.5% 42.0 49.5 17 .9% 
Manufacturing (20-39) 105.8 103.8 -1.9% 195.1 197.0 1.0% 
Transportation (40-49) 19.4 19.4 0.0% 35.3 35.3 0.0% 
Wholesale Trade (50-51) 21.8 22.9 5.1% 41. 9 44.1 5.3% 
Retail Trade (52-59) 86.2 92.9 7.8% 121.7 132. 7 9.0% 
Finance (60-67) 20.5 22.4 9.3% 34.5 38.5 11.6% 
Services (70-89) 89.7 94.5 5.4% 133.2 137 .o 2.9% 
Source of Employment Data: Maine Department of Labor, Bureau of Employment 
Security, Division of Economic Analysis and Research 
The Manufacturing Industry had the greatest share of total 
employment, about 27 percent, while recording about 40 percent of 
all cases and about three quarters of all illnesses. Retail Trade 
and Services were just the opposite, with each containing over a 
fifth of total employment, yet each possessed less than one fifth 
of the total cases. (See Text Table F and Chart 6.) 
Text Table F: Distribution of Employment, Total Cases, Injuries and Illnesses, 
by Industry Division, Maine, 1986. 
Percent Distribution 
Published Total Total Total 
Industry (SIC) Employment Cases Injuries Illnesses 
PRIVATE SECTOR (01-89) 100. 0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Agriculture (01-09) 1. 0 1.4 1.5 1. 1 
Construction (15-17) 7.0 14.0 14.6 2.5 
Manufacturing (20-39) 26.9 41.2 39.6 73.5 
Transportation (40-49) 5.0 4.2 4.4 1.0 
Wholesale Trade (50-51) 5.9 6.9 7.0 5.1 
Retail Trade (52-59) 24.0 17.4 18.0 5.1 
Finance (60-67) 5.7 1. 1 1. 0 2.0 
Services (70-89) 24.5 13. 7 13.9 9.7 
Source of Employment Data: Maine Department of Labor, Bureau of 
Employment Security, Division of Economic Analysis and Research 
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" 
Chort. 6; Percent Distribution by Division, of Employment, Total Cases and 
In juries, Maine. 1986. 
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From 1981 to 1986, division-level incidence rates for total 
cases, lost workday cases, and lost workdays are shown on Charts 
7, 8, and 9. Clearly, Construction and Manufacturing are Maine's 
most ha~ardous industries, with rates consistently above all 
other divisions. Similarly, the Finance Industry has remained the 
least hazardous during the entire period. The other divisions 
generally experienced incidence rates between that of the Finance 
Industry and the private sector. 
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CHART 7: TOTAL CASE INCIDENCE RATES, by INDUSTRY, MAINE, 1981-1986. 
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CHART 8: LOST WORKDAY CASE INCIDENCE RATES, by INDUSTRY, MAINE, 1981-1986. 
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CHART 9: LOST WORKDAY INCIDENCE RATES, by INDUSTRY, MAINE, 1981-1986. 
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AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND FISHING INDUSTRY 
••••• experienced a 46 percent increase in the total case 
incidence rate from 1985 to 1986; the rate for lost workdays 
increased by 74 percent. 
As noted in the Technical Notes in Appendix A, the OSH Survey 
does not include agricultural employers with fewer than 11 
workers. 
CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 
••••• experienced a modest increase in 3 incidence rates: total 
cases, lost workday cases, and lost workdays • 
••••• remained the division with the highest total case incidence 
rate and possessed a lost workday incidence rate significantly 
higher than that of the private sector as a whole • 
••••• represented about 7 percent of the private sector 
employment, yet recorded about 14 percent of all injuries in 
1986. 
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY 
••••• remained the largest division, with about 27 percent of the 
private sector's employment • 
••••• again experienced a disproportionate share of cases by 
recording about 40 percent of all injuries and about 3 quarters 
of all illnesses. 
TRANSPORTATION AND PUBLIC UTILITIES 
••••• exhibited a decrease of 17 percent in the total case rate. 
The lost workday rate rose by 17 percent. 
WHOLESALE TRADE INDUSTRY 
••••• recorded an increase in the total case rate, up 18 percent 
from 1985 to 1986, with the number of lost workdays increasing by 
nearly 52 percent. 
RETAIL TRADE INDUSTRY 
••••• experienced an increase in the total case rate of 9 percent; 
lost workdays declined 6 percent. 
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FINANCE, INSURANCE, AND REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY 
•...• again the "safest" division in 1986, with the lowest 
incidence rates of any division. However, the division 
experienced the largest proportional increase of the 8 divisions 
in the total case rate, an increase of 22 percent. The lost 
workday case was up 100 percent; the lost workdays were up 253 
percent • 
••••• had the lowest proportion of injuries and illnesses, about 1 
percent of all cases. 
SERVICES INDUSTRY 
••••• experienced a decrease in the total case rate and recorded 
the highest decrease in the lost workday rate, down 34 percent. 
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VII. ANALYSIS OF MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
In 1986, there were 45 Major Industry Groups (identified by 
2-digit SIC codes; see Glossary) for which incidence rates are 
published. Of these, 22 groups recorded greater total case 
incidence rates in 1986 than in 1985, while 20 groups experienced 
declining rates. One group was unchanged and 2 groups' incidence 
rates were not publishable in 1985. 
Of these 45 publishable industry groups, the General 
Building Contractors (SIC 15) experienced the private sector's 
greatest total case incidence rate, 29.3 injuries and illnesses 
per 100 workers, or about l case for every 3 workers. The lowest 
total case rate was Legal Services (SIC 81), with 1.4 cases per 
100 workers, or slightly more than 1 case per 100 workers. 
Expressed differently, the total case incidence rate of the most 
hazardous industry group was about 21 times greater than that of 
the least hazardous group. Clearly, a difference exists in the 
safety experience among various groups. 
In 1986, there were 16 publishable industry groups which had 
total case incidence rates greater than the all-industry average 
(in 1985 there were 14 above-average groups out of the 43 
publishable groups that year). SIC 52, Building Hardware & Garden 
Supplies, which had a below average rate in 1985, placed 13th 
among the 45 publishable groups; SIC 51 Wholesale Trade-
Nondurable Goods placed 16th in 1986 and was below average in 
1985. (See Text Table G.) SIC 79 Amusement & Recreation Service, 
which had an above average rate in 1985, had an incidence rate 
which was below the private sector rate in 1986. 
The 16 groups with above average total case rates include 
some from every division except Finance and Services. Together, 
these 16 groups accounted for nearly 33 percent of 1986's total 
private sector employment, but they experienced about 57 percent 
of all recordable cases. 
The groups with the highest incidence rates deserve closer 
attention. Four groups (General Building Contractors SIC 15, Food 
& Kindred Products SIC 20, Lumber & Wood Products SIC 24, and 
Transportation Equipment SIC 37) recorded total case rates in 
1986 that were more than twice the all-industry average. These 
four groups together represented only about 11 percent of private 
sector employment but recorded about 25 percent of all injuries 
and illnesses in 1986. In other words, these four hazardous 
groups have such a strong influence on these figures that an 
incidence rate computed for all industries except these four 
groups would be about 15 percent lower than if they were 
included. 
Text Table H is a similar ranking of the 17 above-average 
industry groups in terms of lost workday incidence rates. Lumber 
& Wood Products had the highest rate with a lost workday rate of 
345.6 per 100 workers, which is over two and one-half times the 
private sector average of 128.2 per 100 workers. 
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Text Table G: Tatal Case Incidence Rates far Industry Graups that Exceed the All-Industry Rate, llaine, 1986. 
Taul Lost Total Las\ 
INDUSTRY SIC Rank Tatal Cases llar•da9 Cases Warlda,s 
---------- ---------------
-------------
-------------
----------------
1985 1986 1985 1986 19e 1986 1985 1986 
PllIUATE SECTOR, ALL INDUSTRIES 01-89 12.5 12.9 6.2 6.0 136.6 128.2 
General Building Contractors 15 3 1 25.1 29.3 11 14.2 213.9 250.9 
Lu1ber & Waad Praduc\s 24 2 2 28.2 26.7 16.1 15.4 390.5 345.6 
Transpartatian Equip1ent 37 •• 3 •• 25.9 .. 11.l .. 258.5 
Faod & Kindred Products 20 1 4 30.2 25.6 14.0 11.1 246.6 228.3 
Leather I Leather Praducts 31 7 5 19.1 21.8 9.4 10.2 271.0 189.6 
Agricultural Productian 01-02 12 6 14.7 21. 7 9.3 12.8 86.0 141.6 
Heavy Construction Cantractors 16 4 7 24.3 20.5 10.7 10.6 203.4 202.2 
Special Trade Contractors 17 6 8 20.l 20.2 9.9 9.2 211.1 200.4 
Fabricated "etal Products 34 10 9 16.6 19.8 6.6 8.3 155.1 217 .0 
Trucking I Warehousing 42 5 10 20.8 17. 7 11.3 9.4 334.5 3-42.5 
Food Stores 54 13 11 14.0 15.9 5.5 6.6 110.5 169.1 
Textile "ill Products 22 14 12 13.7 15.5 7.3 6.9 170.8 200.5 
Building Hardware & Garden Supplies 52 • 13 8.8 15.4 4.2 6.6 54.4 80.7 
"achinery Except Electrical 35 9 1'1 17. 7 14.7 6.5 4.7 138.1 120.6 
Rubber & Plastic Products 30 11 15 15.8 14.5 7.8 7.0 170.3 198.9 
Wholesale Trade-Nondurable Goods 51 • 16 12.3 1'1.4 6.2 7.3 101.4 128.7 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
t Industry Groups whose 1985 total case incidence rate did not exceed the all-industry rate. 
•• Industry Groups whose rates were not publishable in 1985. 
Text Table H: Lost Workday Incidence Rates for Industry 
Groups that Exceed the All-Industry Rate, Maine, 1986. 
INDUSTRY 
PRIVATE SECTOR, ALL INDUSTRIES 
Lumber & Wood Products 
Trucking & Warehousing 
Transportation Equipment 
General Building Contractors 
Food & Kindred Products 
Fabricated Metal Products 
Apparel & Other Textile Products 
Heavy Construction Contractors 
Textile Mill Products 
Special Trade Contractors 
Rubber & Plastic Products 
Leather & Leather Products 
Food Stores 
Paper & Allied Products 
Agricultural Production 
Electrical Equipment & Supplies 
Wholesale Trade-Nondurable Goods 
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Total Lost 
SIC Workdays 
----------
01-89 128.2 
24 345.6 
42 342.5 
37 258.5 
15 250.9 
20 228.3 
34 217.0 
23 212.1 
16 202.2 
22 200.5 
17 200.4 
30 198.9 
31 189.6 
54 169.1 
26 149.2 
01-02 141. 6 
36 133.0 
51 128.7 
If injuries alone are considered, there are 16 groups whose 
1986 total case rates exceeded the private sector rate. OE these, 
two groups, General Building Contr~ctors, SIC 15 and Lucber and 
Wood Products, SIC 24 experienced injury rates more than double 
the all-industry average rate. (See Text Table I.) 
Text Table I: Injury Incidence Rates for Industry Groups that 
Exceed the All-Industry Rate, Maine, 1986. 
INDUSTRY 
PRIVATE SECTOR, ALL INDUSTRIES 
General Building Contractors 
Lumber & Wood Products 
Food & Kindred Products 
Transportation Equipment 
Heavy Construction Contractors 
Special Trade Contractors 
Fabricated Metal Products 
Trucking & Warehousing 
Leather & Leather Products 
Food Stores 
Building Hardware & Garden Supplies 
Textile Mill Products 
Machinery Except Electrical 
Wholesale Trade-Nondurable Goods 
Rubber & Plastic Products 
Agricultural Production 
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SIC 
01-89 
15 
24 
20 
37 
16 
17 
34 
42 
31 
54 
52 
22 
35 
51 
30 
01-02 
Total 
Cases 
12.2 
28.9 
26.0 
23.2 
22.9 
20.3 
20.1 
19.2 
17.6 
17.1 
15.8 
15.2 
14.8 
13.9 
13. 5 
13.2 
12.8 
As shown in Text Table J, 11 groups recorded total case 
incidence rates, for occupational illnesses, that exceed the all-
industry rate. The most hazardous group in terms of illnesses, 
Leather and Leather Products, SIC 31 experienced illnesses almost 
8 times the all-industry rate. Of the 11 groups which exceeded 
the all-industry rate, only 2, Miscellaneous Services, SIC 89 and 
Wholesale Trade-Nondurable Goods, SIC 51 were not within the 
manufacturing division. 
Text Table J: Illness Incidence Rates for Industry Groups 
that Exceed the All-Industry Rate, Maine, 1986. 
INDUSTRY 
PRIVATE SECTOR, ALL INDUSTRIES 
Leather & Leather Products 
Transportation Equipment 
Food & Kindred Products 
Electrical Equipment & Supplies 
Rubber & Plastic Products 
Apparel & Other Textile Products 
Wholesale Trade-Nondurable Goods 
Machinery Except Electrical 
Lumber & Wood Products 
Fabricated Metal Products 
Miscellaneous Services 
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SIC 
01-89 
31 
37 
20 
36 
30 
23 
51 
35 
24 
34 
89 
Total 
Cases 
0.6 
4.7 
3.0 
2.3 
1.9 
1.3 
1.0 
0.9 
0.8 
0.7 
0.7 
0.7 
VIII. INCIDENCE RATES BY COMPANY SIZE. 
The incidence rates for different size firms vary. 
Generally, small firms with 1 to 10 employees have a low total 
case incidence rate, while medium size firms, with 50 to 249 
employees, have the highest incidence rate. In 1986 small firms 
with 1 to 3 employees, as well as large firms of 1,000+ 
employees, had the greatest percentage increase in their 
incidence rates. (See Text Table K.) 
TEXT TABLE K: Total Case Incidence Rate by Size Class, Maine, 1985-1986. 
Incidence Incidence 
Number of Employees Rate Rate 
-------------------
-------- -------- ------
1985 1986 % Chg 
--·------ -------- ------
All Sizes 12.5 12.9 3.2% 
1-3 1.9 5.5 189.5% 
4-10 6.1 5.7 -6.6% 
11-19 10.3 9.6 -6.8% 
20-49 12.8 13.0 1.6% 
50-99 17.2 17.0 -1.2% 
100-249 18.7 18.S -1.1% 
250-499 13.9 14.0 0.7% 
500-999 10.8 10.4 -3.7% 
1000+ 9.8 13.3 35.7% 
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IX. MAINE COMPARED TO OTHER STATES AND TO THE UNITED STATES 
In 1986, the total case incidence rate in Maine was about 63 
percent greater than in the United States as a whole, the lost 
workday case rate was greater by about 67 percent, and the 
incidence rate for lost workdays was greater by nearly 95 
percent. For every year since the survey began, Maine's rates 
have exceeded the comparable national rates. (See Text Table L.) 
Teri Table L: Total Ca1e Incidence Ra&es b9 Case T9p1, llaine and the United Siaie1, 1972-1986. 
Total Cases Lost llor•dat Cases Lon llorkda91 
------------------------------------
-------------------------------------- --------------------------------------
Kaine Uniud S\Ues Kaine Uni\ed Siues "aine Untied Stiles 
------------------
------------------
------------------ ------------------
------------------
------------------
Sur1re9 Incidence Percen\ Incidence Percent Incidence Percent Incidence Percent Incidence Percent lacidence Percent 
Year Rue Change Rate Change Rue Change Rue Change Rue Change Rau Change 
---------- -------
--------- ---------- -------
--------- ---------
1972 11.3 10.9 3.9 3.3 57.6 47.9 
1973 11.4 0.91 11.D 0.91 ·11.1 5.U 3.4 3.01 71.8 24.71 53.3 11.31 
1974 10.9 -4.41 10.4 -:u1 4.1 0.01 3.5 2.91 70.1 -2.41 54.6 2.41 
1975 10.3 -:us 9.1 -12.51 4.2 2.41 a.a -5.71 77.6 10.71 56.1 2.71 
1976 10.4 1.01 9.2 1.11 4.5 7.11 3.5 6.11 79.2 2.U 60.5 7.8' 
1977 10.4 0.01 9.3 1.11 4.8 6.71 3.B B.61 97.7 10.71 61.6 l.81 
1978 11. 7 12.:11 9.'I 1.11 5.5 1'1.61 4.1 7. 91 96.0 9.51 63.5 3.11 
1979 12 .1 Vil 9.5 1.11 6.2 12.71 4.3 4.91 1R2 B.51 67.7 6.61 
1980 12.0 -0.81 8.7 -8.41 6 .1 -1.61 4.0 -7.0I 113.7 9.U 65.2 -3.71 
1981 11. 9 -0.81 8.3 -4.61 6.0 -1.U 3.8 -5.01 112.5 -1.U 61. 7 -5.41 
1982 10.9 -8.41 7.7 -7.21 5.5 -8.31 3.5 -7.91 114.0 1.31 58.7 -4.91 
1983 11.0 0.91 7.6 -1.31 :u 1.Bl 3.4 -2.91 110.1 -3.41 58.5 -0.31 
1984 13.2 20.0l 8.0 5.31 6.7 19.61 3.7 8.81 139.4 26.61 63.4 8.41 
1985 12.5 -5.31 7.9 -1.31 6.2 -1.n 3.6 -2.71 136.6 -2.01 64.9 2.41 
1986 12.9 3.21 7.9 unch. 6.0 -3.21 3.6 unc:h. 128.2 -6.11 65.8 1.41 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--------------
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This disparity also exists at the division level. In 1986, 
all of the Industry Divisions experienced higher rates in Maine 
than in the United States. In Manufacturing and Wholesale Trade, 
Maine's total case rates greatly exceeded the national rates by 
about 65 percent and 79 percent respectively. 
Why are Maine's incidence rates so much higher? One possible 
reason that can be quantitatively examined is the industry mix, 
i.e., the distribution of total employment into various 
industries. Obviously, if Maine's private sector had a higher 
proportion of employment in more hazardous industries than did 
the nation as a whole, the all-industry rate for Maine would be 
correspondingly greater. One can investigate this possibility by 
using the Standard Industry Mix (SIM) which permits comparison 
between states or between a state and the nation. Briefly, the 
SIM bases the injury and illness experience of one area (Maine, 
in this case) on the industry mix of the area to which it is 
being compared (the United States). A more complete explanation 
can be found in Appendix A. 
This adjustment has the effect of reducing Maine's total 
case rate by about 9 percent, the lost workday case rate by about 
7 percent, and the rate for lost workdays by about 10 percent. 
These adjusted rates still exceed the equivalent national rates, 
but by less than the unadjusted rates. In most cases, SIM 
adjusting Maine's division level rates acts to bring them closer 
to the national rates. In most cases the adjusted rates remain 
greater than the equivalent national rates.(See Text Table M.) 
Tex\ Table ": Ta\11 C&1e Incidence R1\es far llline adjus\ed ta \ht U.S. lndus\r• "ix, and far \he United S\1\11, 
b9 Industry DivlsiaR, 1986. 
lnjurits and Illn11111 per 100 Wark1r1 
Ta\11 C&1e1 Lat\ Warkd19 C.111 La1\ War•da11 
------------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
llline llline llline llline llline llline 
lndus\r1 ISICI Unadj Adjusted U.S. Unadj Adjusted U.5. Un adj Adjusted U.S. 
--------------
-------- --------
PRI~ATE SECTOR 101-891 12.9 11.7 7.9 6.0 5.6 3.6 128.2 115.8 65.8 
Con1truciian 115-171 23.3 22.6 15.2 11.1 10.7 6.9 217.9 214.0 134.5 
lllnufac\urlng 120-391 17.2 16.0 10.4 8.3 7.2 4.7 198.2 174.8 85.2 
Tran1par\1\ian 140-491 9.8 9.2 8.6 4.8 4.4 4.8 137.3 120.6 102.l 
Wholesale Trade 150-511 12.9 12.7 7.2 6.1 5.9 3.6 112.1 109.6 62.5 
Retail Trade 152-591 10.8 10.5 7.5 4.4 4.2 3.2 78.4 76.0 50.5 
Finance 160-671 2.2 2.2 2.0 1.0 1.0 0.9 20.8 25.2 17.l 
Services 170-891 8.2 7.7 5.4 4.2 3.9 2.5 72.6 65.6 43.0 
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TABLE 1 
Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Injuries and Illnesses b9 T9pe and Indust.r,, St.ate of Kaine, 1986. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INCIDENCE RATES 
------------------------------------------------------------
Tot.al Nan fat.al 
Lon Cases Uit.h Total Cases 11/a 
Total Uarlda9 Da9s A1119 Da91 A1119 Last. LDlt. 
INDUSTRY SIC Cases Cues Fro• Uarl Fro• Uarl Uarlda1s llorldags 
--------
--------- --------- --------- ---------
PRIUATE SECTOR, ALL INDUSTRIES 01-89 12.9 6.0 5.5 108.5 128.2 6.8 
------------------------------
AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, ' FISHING 01-09 19.0 9.3 9.1 205.8 213.'I 9.5 
--------------------------------
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 01-02 21. 7 12.8 12.4 132.4 141.6 8.9 
CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION 15-17 23.3 11.1 10.9 202.9 217 .9 12.2 
---------------------
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS 15 29.3 14.2 13. 7 229.2 250.9 15.1 
General Cont.ractars-Resident.ial 152 24.2 12.5 11.8 219.3 247.6 11.8 
General Contract.ors-Nonresidential 154 37 .1 16.9 16.8 253.6 266.1 20.1 
HEAUY CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS 16 20.S 10.6 10.5 193.1 202.2 9.8 
High11ay l Street. Construct.ion 161 21.3 10.8 10.8 181.2 187.8 10.5 
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS 17 20.2 9.2 9.0 188.1 200.4 11.0 
Electrical Work 173 20.4 9.6 9.5 161.6 170.3 10.8 
Hise Special Trade Can\rac\ors 179 19.6 9.0 B.8 226.3 234.9 10.6 
MANUFACTURING 20-39 17 .2 8.3 7.0 150.6 198.2 9.0 
-------------
FOOD & KINDRED PRODUCTS 20 25.6 11.1 10.6 200.2 228.3 14.4 
Canned & Preserved Fruits I Uegetables 203 22.2 9.9 9.5 14'1. 6 162.5 12.3 
Hise Food I Kindred Products 209 26.5 11.1 9.3 135.5 159.9 15.4 
TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS 22 15.5 6.9 6.1 170.2 200.5 8.6 
Broad Uoven Fabric Hills 223 13.0 6.4 6.1 147.2 165.6 6.6 
APPAREL & OTHER TEXTILE PRODUCTS 23 10.8 6.6 S.:i 162.2 212.1 4.2 
LUHBER l UOOD PRODUCTS 24 26.7 15.4 14.1 287.0 345.6 11.3 
Logging Ca1ps & Logging Contractors 241 20.3 14.0 13.5 422.0 453.3 6.3 
Sa111ills I Planing Hills 242 29.1 16.0 15.1 309.0 341.8 13.0 
Hise Uood Products 249 30.0 16.1 13.7 193.5 312.3 13.8 
PAPER & ALLIED PRODUCTS 26 9.7 4.7 3.0 101.9 149.2 5.0 
Paper Hills Except. Building Paper 262 9.9 4.7 3.0 109.4 159.2 5.2 
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TABLE l ICont.inuedl 
Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupat.ional Injuries and Illnesses bt Tgpe and Indust.rg, St.at.e of Kaine, 1986. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INCIDENCE RATES 
------------------------------------------------------------
Tot.al Nonfatal 
Lost. Ca1e1 llit.h Tat.al Cases w/o 
Tot.al llarlda9 Days Away Days Away Lost. Last. 
INDUSTRY SIC Cases Cases Fro1 llarl Fro• llorl llorldays llorldats 
--------
--------- --------- --------- ---------
PRINTING & PUBLISHING 27 8.0 3.6 3.6 73.1 87.0 4.'I 
Newspapers 271 8.8 3.5 3.5 36.3 40.4 5.3 
Co11ercial Print.ing 275 9.1 4.8 4.7 131.7 161.3 4.9 
RUBBER I PLASTIC PRODUCTS 30 14.5 7.0 6.4 169.9 198.9 7.5 
"isc Plastic Products 307 14.0 6.5 6.1 158.0 190.0 7.4 
LEATHER l LEATHER PRODUCTS 31 21.B 10.2 8.9 149.9 189.6 11.6 
Foot.ware Except. Rubber 314 20.3 9.4 8.3 127.6 163.8 10.9 
FABRICATED HETAL PRODUCTS 34 19.B 8.3 7.9 191.0 217 .0 11.6 
"ACHINERY EXCEPT ELECTRICAL 35 14.7 4.7 4.3 82.8 120.6 10.0 
ELECTRICAL EQUIP"ENT l SUPPLIES 36 9.7 5.1 4.6 100.2 133.0 4.6 
Electronic Co1ponent.s & Accessories 367 6.4 4.1 3.6 77.4 105.9 2.4 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT 37 25.9 11.1 6.9 121.1 2~.5 14.8 
TllAHSPOIHATION & PUBLIC UTILITIES 40-49 9.8 4.8 4.7 131.4 137.3 5.0 
---------------------------------
TRUCKING ' WAREHOUSING 42 17.7 9.4 9.3 332.1 942.5 8.4 
Trucking Local l Long Dist.ance 421 17.9 9.4 9.4 351.1 362.2 8.5 
COKKUNICATIONS 48 2.4 1.1 0.9 20.2 21.2 1.4 
ELECTRIC GAS l SANITARY SERVICES 49 8.9 3.2 9.2 96.6 38.5 5.8 
Elect.ric Services 491 8.4 2.7 2.7 18.6 20.0 5.7 
WHOLESALE & RETAIL TRADES 50-59 11.3 4.B 4.6 79.8 86.8 6.5 
-------------------------
WHOLESALE TRADE 50-51 12.9 6.1 5.8 107.3 112.1 6.8 
---------------
WHOLESALE TRADE- DURABLE GOODS 50 11.6 5.0 4.6 93.9 96.6 6.6 
Hat.or Vehicles and Auto1otive Parts 501 9.6 4.3 3.5 102.3 103.1 5.2 
Kachinerg, Equip1ent 1 and Supplies 508 6.6 3.2 3.0 71.8 74.6 3.4 
WHOLESALE TRADE- NONDURABLE GOODS 51 14.4 7.3 7.1 121.6 128.7 7 .1 
Groceries and Related Products 514 17.8 9.5 9.5 181.1 184.5 8.4 
Miscellaneous Nondurable Goods 519 6.3 4.3 4.3 45.9 52.6 2.0 
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TABLE 1 !Continuedl 
Incidence Rates of R.cordable Occupational Injuries and lllnesse1 by Type ind Industr,, Stat1 of Kaine, 1986. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INCIDENCE RATES 
------------------------------------------------------------
Total Nonfatal 
Lou Cases llUh Total cases w/o 
Total llorlday Days Awat D111 Awai Lost Lost 
INDUSTRY SIC Cases Cases Fra1 llorl Fra1 llorl llorldays llorld11s 
--------
--------- --------- --------- ---------
RETAIL TRADE 52-59 10.8 4.4 4.2 70.7 78.4 6.4 
------------
BUILDING HARDWARE & GARDEN SUPPLIES 52 15.4 6.6 5.7 7i!.3 80.7 8.8 
Lu1ber & Other Bldg Materials Dearlers 521 13.7 5.3 5.1 84.6 90.8 8.'I 
GENERAL MERCHANDISE STORES 53 10.3 4.4 4.3 99.0 107.9 5.9 
FOOD STORES 54 15.9 6.6 6.6 160.3 169.1 9.3 
Grocery Stores 541 lti.5 6.9 6.8 166.6 176.7 9.6 
AUTOMOBILE DEALERS & SERVICE STATIONS 55 11.5 4.7 4.5 56.7 59.1 6.8 
New & Used Car Dealers 551 15.3 6.6 6.3 89.9 93.0 8.8 
Gasoline Service Stations 554 4.3 1.6 1.0 10.3 10.9 2.6 
APPAREL & ACCESSORY STORES 56 5.9 1.5 1.5 8.3 8.7 4.4 
FURNITURE & HOKE FURNISHING STORES 57 5.7 2.0 1. 9 18.6 37.1 3.7 
EATING I DRINKING PLACES 59 9.2 3.4 3.3 34.5 39.0 5.8 
MISCELLANEOUS RETAIL STORES 59 8.6 4.0 3.9 63.8 78.3 4.6 
Drug Stores 591 3.6 2.1 2.1 56.3 62.8 1.4 
Fuel I Ice De1lers 598 12.3 :1.1 5.1 74.4 74.4 7.2 
FINANCE, INSURANCE, & REAL ESTATE 60-67 2.2 1.0 1.0 18.3 20.8 1.2 
---------------------------------
BANKING 60 1.6 0.7 0.7 18.0 19.0 0.9 
Co11erci1l ' Stoct S1vings Banls 602 0.9 0.4 0.3 9.3 10.7 0.5 
CREDIT AGENCIES OTHER THAN BANKS 61 1.6 0.2 0.2 7 .1 7.1 1.4 
INSURANCE 63 3.5 1. 9 1. 9 20.2 23.6 1.6 
INSURANCE AGENTS BROKERS I SERUICE 64 1.8 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.3 
REAL ESTATE 65 2.7 0.9 0.9 33.7 43.1 1. 7 
SERVICES 70-99 8.2 4.2 3.9 66.0 72.6 4.1 
--------
HOTELS I OTHER LODGING PLACES 70 6.2 2.8 2.7 41.6 42.2 3.5 
Hotels, Tourist Courts & Kotel1 701 7.9 3.5 3.3 51. 7 52.5 4.3 
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TABLE 1 !Continued I 
Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Injuries and Illnesses bt T1pe and Industry, State of "aine, 1986. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INCIDENCE RATES 
------------------------------------------------------------
Total Nonfatal 
Lau Cases lli\h Total Cases 11/0 
Total llorkda9 Days Awag Dais Alli! Lost Lut 
INDUSTRY SIC Cases Cases Fro1 Wark Fro1 Work llarkdays llarkdays 
--------
--------- --------- --------- ---------
PERSONAL SERUICES 72 2.5 1.9 1. 7 49.0 57.7 0.6 
BUSINESS SERVICES 73 7.8 4.2 4.1 56.4 58.8 3.6 
"isc. Business Services 739 9.2 3.9 3.9 32.9 33.8 5.3 
AUTO REPAIR SERVICES I GARAGES 75 10.5 4.9 4.4 62.1 65.5 5.6 
Autoaotive Repair Shops 753 11.1 5.3 4.8 62.4 65.9 5.8 
A"U5EKENT I RECREATION SERUICE5 79 7.7 4.4 4.2 47.a 52.5 3.a 
Kise. A1use1ent g Recreation Services 799 14.3 8.1 7.7 92.7 104.5 6.2 
KEDICAL & HEALTH SERVICES 80 11.1 6.0 5.6 105.4 114.1 5.1 
Nursing & Personal Care Facilities 805 17 .0 10.5 10.3 203.9 219.0 6.5 
Hospitals 806 9.2 4.8 4.2 77.6 85.4 4.4 
LEGAL SERVICES 81 1.4 0.8 0.4 8.0 40.4 0.6 
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 82 7.9 3.0 2.9 40.5 43.4 4.9 
SOCIAL SERUICES 83 7.3 3.3 2.9 34.6 40.3 4.0 
KEKBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS 86 2.0 0.7 0.6 16.1 17 .7 1.3 
KISCELLANEOUS SERUICE5 89 4.7 1.2 1.2 8.4 10.7 3.5 
See Footnote1 at the end of Table 7. 
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TABLE 2 
Incidence Rat.es of Recordable Occupational Injuries by Type and Indu1tr9, St.ate of ltaine, 1986. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INCIDENCE RATES 
------------------------------------------------------------
Tot.al Nonfatal 
Lost Case& With Tot.al CaH& 11/0 
Tot.al llor•day Days Awag oa,1 A111g Lost Lost 
INDUSTRY SIC Cases Cases Fra1 Wark Fra1 Work Workda!S War•days 
--------
--------- --------- --------- ---------
PRIVATE SECTOR, ALL INDUSTRIES 01-89 12.2 5.7 5.3 101.9 118.4 6.5 
------------------------------
AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, I FISHING 01-09 18.3 9.3 9.1 205.6 213.2 8.9 
--------------------------------
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 01-02 12.8 12.4 12.4 132.4 141.6 8.9 
CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION 15-17 23.1 11.1 10.8 202.5 216.8 12.0 
---------------------
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS 15 28.9 14.0 19.6 228.9 250.6 14.9 
ff General Cont.rac\Drs-Resident.ial 152 23.7 12.2 11.6 218.8 247 .0 11.5 
General Contract.ors-Nonresidential 154 37.0 16.9 16.8 253.6 266.1 20.0 
HEAVY CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS 16 20.3 10.5 10.4 191. 7 197.8 9.8 
High11ay I Street. Construct.ion 161 21.2 10.7 10.7 180.9 187.5 10.5 
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS 17 20.1 9.2 9.0 187.8 200.1 10.9 
ElectricalWor• 173 20.4 9.6 9.5 161.6 170.3 10.8 
Hise Special Trade Contract.ors 179 19.4 9.0 8.7 225.9 234.4 10.4 
MANUFACTURING 20-39 15.7 7.5 6.4 135.0 173.4 8.2 
-------------
FOOD & KINDRED PRODUCTS 20 23.2 10.0 9.6 176.2 200.3 13.2 
Canned I Preserved Fruits & Vegetables 203 21. 0 9.4 9.1 141.0 155.2 11.5 
Hise Food & Kindred Products 209 21.2 8.6 7.3 102.6 113.4 12.6 
TEXTILE HILL PRODUCTS 22 14.8 6.6 5.8 167.7 .97.6 8.3 
Broad Woven Fabric Hills 223 12.6 6.2 5.9 145.7 164.2 6.4 
APPAREL & OTHER TEXTILE PRODUCTS 23 9.7 5.9 4.9 131.6 167.6 3.9 
LUHBER & WOOD PRODUCTS 24 26.0 15.0 13.8 276.7 330.7 11.0 
Logging Ca1ps l Logging Contractors 241 20.3 14.0 13.5 422.0 453.3 6.3 
5aw1ills & Planing Hills 242 28.9 15.8 14.9 301.1 333.9 13.0 
Hise Wood Products 249 28.3 15.3 12.9 176.5 281.l 13.0 
PAPER I ALLIED PRODUCTS 26 9.4 4.6 2.9 98.6 142.7 4.8 
Paper Hills Except Building Paper 262 9.6 4.6 2.9 106.4 152.2 5.0 
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TABLE 2 ICDn\in1edl 
Incidence Rates 1f Rec1rdable Occupatiunal Injuries b' T1pe ind Indus\ry, S\1\e af "•int, 1986. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INCIDENCE RATES 
------------------------------------------------------------
Total N1nf1\al 
Los\ Cues llith Totll Cases w/u 
Total llorkday Days AY19 D1,1 Awlg Las\ Los\ 
INDUSTRY SIC CaslS Cases Fro1 llork Fra1 llor• llorkdags llorkd191 
--------
--------- --------- --------- ---------
PRINTING I PUBLISHING 27 7.9 3.6 3.5 72.7 86.2 4.4 
Newspapers 271 8.6 3.4 3.4 35.5 38.7 5.2 
Ca11erci1l Prin\ing 275 9.7 4.8 4.7 131.7 161.3 4.9 
RUBBER I PLASTIC PRODUCTS 30 13.2 6.3 5.8 143.3 161.4 6.9 
"isc Plastic Pruduc\s 307 13.0 6.0 :5.6 144.8 163.8 7.0 
LEATHER S LEATHER PRODUCTS 31 17.1 7.5 6.8 102.6 124.4 9.5 
Foatware Except Rubber 314 16.0 6.9 6.3 83.l 102.3 9.0 
FABRICATED "ETAL PRODUCTS 34 19.2 7.9 7.5 189.5 213.3 11.3 
HACHINERY EXCEPT ELECTRICAL 35 13.9 4.2 4.1 75.2 87.8 9.1 
ELECTRICAL EQUIP"ENT I SUPPLIES 36 7.8 4.0 3.7 64.9 80.0 3.8 
Electronic Co1panents I Accessories 367 4.3 2.8 2.5 39.7 44.7 1.5 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPHENT 37 22.9 9.8 6.4 115.1 232.1 13.1 
TRANSPORTATION S PUBLIC UTILITIES '10-49 9.7 4.8 4.6 129.8 135.7 5.0 
---------------------------------
TRUCKING S llAREHOUSING 42 17.6 9.4 9.3 892.1 342.5 8.2 
Trucking Local l Lang Distance 421 17.8 9.4 9.4 351.1 362.2 8.4 
co""UNICATIONS '18 2.'I 1.1 0.9 20.2 21.2 1.3 
ELECTRIC GAS I SANITARY SERUICES '19 8.9 3.1 3.1 28.7 30.5 5.8 
Electric Services 491 8.3 2.6 2.6 18.5 19.9 :5.7 
WHOLESALE I RETAIL TRADES 50-59 11.1 4.8 4.6 75.9 82.5 6.3 
-------------------------
WHOLESALE TRADE 50-51 12.5 6.1 S.B 102.4 107.2 6.4 
---------------
WHOLESALE TRADE- DURABLE GOODS 50 11.5 4.9 4.5 84.3 87 .0 6.6 
Kaior Vehicles and Auta1a\ive Parts 501 9.6 4.3 9.5 102.3 103.1 5.2 
Hacniner9, Equip1en\, and Supplies 508 6.6 3.2 3.0 71.8 74.6 3.4 
llHOLESALE TRADE- NONDURABLE GOODS 51 13.5 7.3 7.1 121.6 128.7 6.2 
Groceries and Related Praducts 514 15.9 9.5 9.5 181.1 184.5 6.4 
Kiscell1neous Nondurable Goads 519 6.3 4.3 4.3 45.3 52.6 2.0 
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TABLE 2 !Continued> 
Incidence Rates af Recordable Occupational Injuries b9 T1pe and Industr9, 5\a\e al Maine, 1986. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INCIDENCE RATES 
------------------------------------------------------------
Total Nunfat.al 
Lost Cases 111\h Total Cases w/o 
Total llorlday Dags Away Dais Awai Lou Lost 
INDUSTRY SIC Cases Cases Fra1 Wark Fra1 llarl Warldays llorlda1s 
--------
--------- --------- --------- ---------
RETAIL TRADE 52-59 10.6 4.3 4.2 67.1 74.3 6.3 
------------
BUILDING HARDWARE & GARDEN SUPPLIES 52 15.2 6.6 5.7 72.3 80.7 B.6 
Lu1ber I Other Bldg Materials Dearlers 521 13.7 5.3 5.1 B4.6 90.8 8.4 
GENERAL MERCHANDISE STORES 53 10.2 4.3 4.2 88.3 97.2 5.9 
FOOD STORES 54 15.8 6.6 6.5 156.9 165.8 9.2 
Grocery Stores 541 16.4 6.8 6.7 162.7 172.9 9.6 
AUTOMOBILE DEALERS I SERVICE STATIONS 55 11.5 4.7 4.5 56.7 59.1 6.8 
New I Used Car Dealers 551 15.2 6.6 6.3 B9.9 93.0 8.7 
Gasoline Service Stations 554 4.3 1.6 1.0 10.3 10.9 2.6 
APPAREL & ACCESSORY STORES 56 5.B 1.4 1.4 B.O B.4 4.4 
FURNITURE & HONE FURNISHING STORES 57 5.6 2.0 l.9 18.6 37.1 3.6 
EATING & DRINKING PLACES 58 9.2 3.4 3.2 33.9 38.3 5.B 
MISCELLANEOUS RETAIL STORES 59 8.1 3.7 3.7 53.3 65.2 4.3 
Drug Stares 591 3.6 2.1 2.1 S6 .3 62.B 1.4 
Fuel & Ic1 Dialers 598 12.3 5.1 5.1 74.4 74.4 7.2 
FINANCE, INSURANCE, I REAL ESTATE 60-67 2.0 0.8 O.B 14.3 16.8 1.2 
---------------------------------
BANKING 60 1.2 0.3 0.3 6.6 7.7 0.9 
Co111rcial & Stock Savings Banls 602 0.9 0.4 0.3 9.3 10.7 0.5 
CREDIT AGENCIES OTHER THAN BANKS 61 1.6 0.2 0.2 7.1 7.1 1.4 
INSURANCE 63 3.4 l.9 1.8 20.1 1!3.6 1.6 
INSURANCE AGENTS BROKERS I SERUICE 64 1.3 0.5 o.s 0.5 0.5 0.8 
REAL ESTATE 65 2.7 0.9 0.9 33.7 43.1 1. 7 
SERVICES 70-B9 8.0 4.0 3.8 64.1 69.B 3.9 
--------
HOTELS & OTHER LODGING PLACES 70 6.1 2.8 2.6 41.5 42.2 3.3 
Hotels, Tourist Courts I Motels 701 7.6 3.4 3.3 51.6 ~2.5 4.1 
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TABLE 2 !Continued! 
Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Injuries by T1pe and Industry, State of llaine, 1986. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INCIDENCE RATES 
------------------------------------------------------------
Total Nonfatal 
Lost Cues llith TD\al Cases 11/0 
Total llorkdag Da9s A11&9 Da11 Awa' Lou Lost 
INDUSTRY SIC Cues Cases Fro1 llork Fro1 llurk llorkda9s llorkdays 
--------
--------- --------- --------- ---------
PERSONAL SERVICES 72 2.3 1.8 1. 7 47.2 !>5.8 0.6 
BUSINESS SERVICES 73 7.4 3.8 3.8 50.4 52.4 3.6 
Hise. Business Services 739 9 2 3.9 3.9 31.8 32.7 5.3 
AUTO REPAIR SERVICES I GARAGES 7!> 10.4 4.9 4.4 62.1 65.5 5.5 
Auto1otive Repair Shops 753 11.1 5.3 4.8 62.4 65.9 5.8 
AHUSEHENT & RECREATION SERVICES 19 7.7 '1.4 4.2 47.3 52.5 3.3 
Hise. A1use1ent g Recreation Services 199 14.3 8.1 7.7 92.7 104.5 6.2 
HEDICAL & HEALTH SERVICES 80 10.7 5.9 5.6 104.6 113.2 4.8 
Nursing I Personal Care Facilities 805 16.9 10.5 10.3 203.5 218.7 6.4 
Hospitals 806 8.6 4.6 4.1 76.4 83.9 4.0 
LEGAL SERllICES Bl 1.1 0.4 0.1 o.8 13.4 0.6 
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 82 7.9 3.0 2.9 40.5 43.4 4.9 
SOCIAL SERVICES 83 7 .1 3.2 2.8 32.4 38.1 3.9 
HEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS 86 1. 9 0.6 0.5 12.8 14.2 1.3 
HISCELLANEOUS SERVICES 89 4.0 1.0 1.0 6.8 8.0 2.9 
See Footnotes at the end of Table 7. 
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TABLE 3 
Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Illnesses b' Type and Industry, State uf "aine, 1986. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INCIDENCE RATES 
------------------------------------------------------------
Total Nonfaial 
Lost Cases llith Total Cases 11/0 
Total llortday Days Away Days Away Lost Lon 
INDUSTRY SIC Cases Cases Fro1 llort Fro1 Wort Workdays llortdats 
--------
--------- --------- --------- ---------
PRIVATE SECTOR, ALL INDUSTRIES 01-89 0.6 0.3 0.2 6.6 9.8 0.3 
--------------·---------------
AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, & FISHING 01-09 0.7 • • 0.2 0.2 0.6 
--------------------------------
CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION 15-17 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.5 1.0 0.1 
---------------------
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS 15 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2 
General Contractors-Residential 152 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.3 
General Contractors-Nonresidential 154 0.1 0.1 
HEAVY CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS 16 0.2 0.1 0.1 1.4 4.4 0.1 
Highway & Street Construction 161 0.1 • • 0.3 0.3 • 
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS 17 0.1 • • 0.3 0.3 0.1 
Hise Special Trade Contractors 179 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.5 0.2 
MANUFACTURING 20-39 1.5 0.8 0.6 15.6 24.B 0.7 
-------------
FOOD l KINDRED PRODUCTS 20 2.3 1.1 1.0 23.9 28.0 1.2 
Canned & Preserved Fruiis I Vege\1bles 203 1.2 0.5 0.5 3.6 7.3 0.8 
Hise Food I kindred Products 209 5.3 2.5 2.0 32.9 46 .5 2.8 
TEXTILE HILL PRODUCTS 22 0.6 0.3 0.3 2.5 2.8 0.3 
Broad Woven Fabric Hills 223 0.3 0.2 0.2 1.4 1.4 0.2 
APPAREL & OTHER TEXTILE PRODUCTS. 23 1.0 0.7 0.6 30.6 '14.5 0.4 
LUHBER & WOOD PRODUCTS 24 0.7 O.~ 0.4 10.3 14.8 0.3 
Saw1ills I Planing Hills 242 0.2 0.2 0.2 7.9 7.9 
Hise Wood Products 249 1. 7 0.8 0.8 17.0 31.1 0.9 
PAPER I ALLIED PRODUCTS 26 0.3 0.1 0.1 3.2 6.5 0.2 
Paper "ills Except Building Paper 262 0.3 0.1 0.1 3.1 7.0 0.2 
PRINTING I PUBLISHING 27 0.1 • • 0.4 0.8 • 
Newspapers 271 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.8 1.7 0.1 
RUBBER I PLASTIC PRODUCTS 30 1.3 0.7 0.6 26.4 37.4 0.6 
Hise Pl1siic Praducis 307 0.9 0.6 0.4 13.2 26.2 0.4 
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TABLE-3 !Con\inuedl 
Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Illnesses b' T9pe and Industr,, St.ate of llli1e, 1985 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INCIDENCE RATES 
------------------------------------------------------------
Total Nonfual 
Los\ Cases Wit.h Total Cases w/o 
Taul Workday Da9s Away Days Away Lost LD!it. 
INDUSTRY SIC Cases Cases Fro1 Work Fro1 Wort Wortda9s Workda1s 
--------
--------- --------- --------- ---------
LEATHER & LEATHER PRODUCTS 31 'I. 7 2.6 2.1 '17.2 65.2 2.1 
Footware Except Rubber 3111 '1.3 2.5 2.0 44.5 61.5 1.8 
FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS 311 0.7 0 .JI 0.4 1.5 3.7 0.3 
MACHINERY EXCEPT ELECTRICAL 35 0.8 0.5 0.2 7.6 32.7 0.3 
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES 36 1.9 1.1 0.9 35.4 53.0 0.8 
Electronic Co1ponents & Accessories 367 2.1 1.2 1.0 37.7 61.2 0.9 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT 37 3.0 1.3 0.6 6.0 26.4 1.6 
TRANSPORTATION l PUBLIC UTILITIES 110-119 0.1 • • 1.6 1.6 0.1 
---------------------------------
TRUCKING & WAREHOUSING 112 0.1 0.1 
Trucking Local & Lang Distance 421 0.1 0.1 
COHHUNICATIDNS 48 • • 
ELECTRIC GAS & SANITARY SERUICES 49 0.1 0.1 0.1 7.9 8.0 
Electric Ser~ices 1191 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
WHOLESALE & RETAIL TRADES 50-59 0.2 0.1 0.1 3.9 4.2 0.2 
-------------------------
WHDLES(ILE TRADE 50-51 0.5 • • 4.9 -4.9 0 . .11 
---------------
WHOLESALE TRADE- DURABLE GOODS 50 0.1 0.1 0.1 9.5 9.5 
WHOLESALE TRADE- NONDURABLE GOODS 51 0.9 0.9 
Groceries and Related Products 514 1. 9 1. 9 
RETAIL TRADE 52-59 0.2 0.1 0.1 3.6 4.0 0.1 
------------
BUILDING HARDWARE & GARDEN SUPPLIES 52 0.2 0.2 
GENERAL MERCHANDISE STORES 53 0.1 0.1 0.1 10.8 10.8 • 
FOOD STORES 5-4 0.1 0.1 0.1 3.-4 3.4 • 
Grocery Stares 541 0.1 0.1 0.1 3.8 3.8 • 
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TABLE-3 IContinuedl 
Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupa\ional Illnesses b9 T!pe and Industrg, State of Maine, 1986. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INCIDENCE RATES 
------------------------------------------------------------
To\al Nonfat.al 
Los\ Cases lli\h Total Cases w/o 
Total llorlday Days Away Daws Awai Lost Last 
INDUSTRY SIC Cases Cases fra1 Wort Fro1 Wort llorkda1s Wart days 
--------
--------- --------- --------- ---------
AUTOMOBILE DEALERS & SERVICE STATIONS 55 • • New & Used C&r Dealers 551 0.1 0.1 
APPAREL & ACCESSORY STORES 56 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3 
FURNITURE & HOHE FURNISHING STORES 57 0.1 0.1 
EATING I DRINKING PLACES 5B 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.7 
HISCELLANEOUS RETAIL STORES 59 0.5 0.3 0.3 10.5 13.1 0.3 
FINANCE, INSURANCE, I REAL ESTATE 60-67 0.2 0.2 0.2 4.0 4.0 0.1 
---------------------------------
BANKING 60 0.4 0.4 0.4 11.3 11.3 
INSURANCE 63 
' ' ' ' 
• ' 
INSURANCE AGENTS BROKERS & SERVICE 64 0.5 0.5 
SERVICES 70-89 0.3 0.1 0.1 1.9 2.9 0.2 
--------
HOTELS I OTHER LODGING PLACES 70 0.2 
' • • • 
0.1 
Hotels, Tourist Courts I Hotels 701 0.2 • • • • 0.2 
PERSONAL SERVICES 72 0.2 0.1 0.1 1.8 1.8 0.1 
BUSINESS SERVICES 73 0.4 0.4 0.4 6.0 6.4 
Hise. Business Services 739 • • 
' 
1.1 1.1 
AUTO REPAIR SERVICES I GARAGES 75 0.1 0.1 
MEDICAL & HEALTH SERVICES 80 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.8 0.9 0.3 
Nursing I Personal Care Facilities 805 0.1 • • O.'I 0.4 • Hosp Hills 806 0.6 0.1 0.1 1.2 1.5 0.5 
LEGAL SERVICES 81 0.4 0.4 0.4 7.2 27.0 
SOCIAL SERUICES 83 0.2 0.1 0.1 2.2 2.2 0.1 
HEMBERSHIP OAGANIZATIONS 86 0.1 0.1 0.1 3.3 3.5 
MISCELLANEOUS SERUICES 89 0.7 0.1 0.1 1.6 2.6 0.6 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
See Foa\naies at the end of Ti.ble 7. 
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TABLE-4 
Nu1ber of Recordable Occupational Injuries and Illnesses b9 T9pe and Industr9, llaine, 1986 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total Nonfatal Average 
Lost Casl!li llitb Da9s of Total Cases wlo Lost llorl-
Tot.al llorkd19 Da9s Awai D19s Awa9 Restricted Lon Lost da11/Lost 
INDUSTRY SIC Cases Cues Fro1 llork Fro• llorl llork Actv llorkda9s llorlda9s llorkd1~ Cs 
--------
--------- --------- --------
--------- --------- ----------
PRIUATE SECTOR, ALL INDUSTRIES 01-89 41,171 19,340 17,613 347 ,546 62,991 410,537 21,817 21 
------------------------------
AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, 'FISHING 01-09 591 291 284 6,415 237 6,652 297 23 
--------------------------------
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 01-02 200 118 114 1,218 85 1,303 82 11 
CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION 15-17 5,770 2,755 2,690 50,223 3,690 53,913 3,011 20 
---------------------
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS 15 2,456 1,188 1,151 19,237 1,820 21,057 1,267 18 
General Contractors-Residential 152 1,199 617 586 10,846 1,399 12,2e :182 20 
General Contractors-Nonresidential 154 1,217 5:16 551 8,321 408 8,729 660 16 
HEAVY CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS 16 916 473 468 8,630 405 9,035 440 19 
Highway & Street Construction 161 431 218 218 3,668 134 3,802 213 17 
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS 17 2,398 1,094 1,071 22,356 1,465 23,821 1,304 22 
Elec\rical Work 173 349 164 163 2,766 149 2,91:1 185 18 
Kise Special Trade Can\ractors 179 637 293 284 7,345 276 7,621 344 26 
MANUFACTURING 20-39 16,981 8,130 6,859 148,350 46,862 195,212 8,846 24 
-------------
FOOD & KINDRED PRODUCTS 20 1,921 837 795 15,050 2,112 17,162 1,084 21 
Canned I Preserved Fruits I Uegetables 203 481 214 206 3, 130 388 3,518 267 16 
Kiic Food I Kindred Products 209 399 167 140 2,041 368 2,409 232 14 
TEXTILE HILL PRODUCTS 22 1,035 462 409 11,388 2,027 13,415 573 29 
Broad lla~en Fabric Hills 223 409 201 191 4,634 581 5,215 208 26 
APPAREL & OTHER TEXTILE PRODUCTS 23 366 223 188 5,511 1,696 7,207 143 32 
LUMBER ' llDDD PRODUCTS 24 3,314 1,908 1,756 35,654 7,274 42,928 1,404 22 
Logging C11ps & Lagging Contractors 241 644 443 427 13,389 993 14,382 200 32 
Sawaills & Planing Kills 242 1,016 560 527 10,799 1,147 11,946 456 21 
Kise llood Products 249 1,190 640 546 7,686 4,718 12,404 549 19 
PAPER & ALLIED PRODUCTS 26 1, 725 839 537 18,111! 8,419 26,531 886 62 
Paper Kills Except Building Paper 262 1,467 702 448 16,237 7,388 23,62:1 765 34 
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Tl\BLE-4 !Continued! 
Nu1ber of Recordable Occupi\ional Injuries and Illnesses b9 T9pe and Indus\r9, "•ine, 198& 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
To\al Non full Average 
Lou Cases llith Da9s af To\al Cases wf o Lost Wark-
Total llor•day D191 Awag 0191 Awa9 Restricted Lal\ Lost dats/Lost 
INDUSTRY SIC Cases Cases Fra1 Work Fra1 War• llarl Actv Warld19s llar•d19s llar•d&t Cs 
-------- --------- --------- --------
--------- --------- ----------
PRINTING I PUBLISHING 27 340 153 151 3,096 591 3,687 187 24 
Newspapers 271 170 &8 68 702 19 781 102 11 
Co11ercial Printing 275 168 83 81 2,280 512 2,792 85 34 
RUBBER & PLASTIC PRODUCTS 30 520 250 230 6,089 1,050 7 ,139 268 29 
"isc Plastic Products 307 404 188 175 4,566 924 5,490 214 29 
LEATHER & LEATHER PRODUCTS 31 2,302 1,074 937 15,857 4,201 20,058 1,228 19 
Footware Except Rubber 31'1 1,750 812 718 11,020 3,121 14, 141 938 17 
FABRICATED ~TAL PRODUCTS 34 528 220 211 5,082 &91 5,773 308 26 
MACHINERY EXCEPT ELECTRICAL 35 613 195 180 3,452 1, :m 5,027 418 26 
ELECTRICAL EQUIP"ENT & SUPPLIES 36 967 508 460 9,996 3,273 13,269 459 26 
Electronic Co1ponents & Accessories 367 421 267 234 5,068 1,867 6,935 154 26 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT 37 2,421 1,039 649 11,3311 12,865 24, 199 1,381 23 
TRANSPORTATION & PUBLIC UTILITIES 40-119 1,739 851 823 23,2117 1,039 211,286 886 29 
---------------------------------
TRUCKING I WAREHOUSING 112 991 523 518 18,570 585 19,155 1168 37 
Trucking Local & Long Dis\ance 1121 939 494 490 18,358 582 18,940 ~4 38 
COH"UNICATIONS 48 113 49 42 938 115 983 611 20 
ELECTRIC GAS & SANITARY SERVICES 119 295 105 104 1,207 63 1,270 190 12 
Electric Services 491 236 75 75 524 40 564 161 8 
WHOLESALE I RETAIL TRADES 50-59 10,010 11,270 11,087 70,547 6,154 76,701 5,740 18 
-------------------------
WHOLESALE TRADE 50-51 2,851 1,343 1,276 23,644 1,063 24,707 1,508 18 
---------------
WHOLESALE TRADE- DURABLE GOODS 50 1,316 569 520 10,668 307 10,975 748 19 
Ho\or Vehicles and Auto1otive Parts 501 212 96 78 2,261 18 2,279 116 24 
Machinery, Equip1ent, aad Supplies 508 296 1112 133 3,222 122 3,344 154 24 
WHOLESALE TRADE- NONDURABLE GOODS 51 1,535 775 756 12,976 756 13,732 760 18 
Groceries and Rel1ted Products 514 848 1151 451 8,609 158 8,767 397 19 
Miscellaneous Nnndurable Goods 519 101 69 69 723 117 840 32 12 
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TABLE-4 !Continued) 
Nu1ber of Recordable Occupational Injuries and Illnesses b• Type and Industry, Maine, 1986 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total Nonfatal Average 
Lon Cases Whh Dagi; Df Total Cases w/a Last llorl-
Taul llorkda.9 Days Away Da9s Away Restricted Lost Last da11/Los\ 
.. INDUSTR'f SIC Cases Cases Fra1 Work Fro1 Work Wark Actv llarlda9s Workdays llarlda9 Cs 
--------
--------- --------- -------- --------- --------- ----------
RETAIL TRADE 52-59 7,1:19 2,927 2,811 46, 903 5,091 :11,994 4,232 18 
------------
BUILDING HARDWARE & GARDEN SUPPLIES 52 690 295 25'1 3,235 316 3,611 39:1 11! 
Lu1ber g Other Bldg Materials Dearlers :m 368 143 137 2,278 167 2,445 225 11 
GENERAL MERCHANDISE STORES 53 690 294 291 6,632 596 7,228 396 25 
FOOD STORES 54 1,744 728 721 17,597 968 18,565 1,016 26 
Grocery Stores 541 1,574 653 646 15,925 968 16,893 921 26 
AUTOKOBILE DEALERS g SERVICE STATIONS 55 1,174 483 453 5,763 2:11 6,014 691 12 
New & Used Car Dealers 551 834 3:17 342 4,901 169 5,070 477 14 
Gasoline Service Stations 554 107 41 26 260 14 274 66 7 
APPAREL & ACCESSORY STORES 56 198 51 51 277 14 291 147 6 
FURNITURE & HOME FURNISHING STORES 57 161 n 54 528 :126 1,054 104 18 
EATING & DRINKING PLACES 58 1,5412 573 5418 5,774 745 6,519 969 11 
MISCELLANEOUS RETAIL STORES 59 960 446 439 7,097 1,615 B,712 51-4 28 
Drug Stores :m 72 43 412 1,135 131 1,266 29 29 
fuel & Ice Dealers 598 281 117 117 1,695 1,695 164 14 
FINANCE, INSURANCE, g REAL ESTATE 60-67 432 193 190 3,53:1 470 4,005 239 21 
---------------------------------
BANkING 60 112 so 418 1,232 71 1,303 62 26 
Co11ercial & Stoel Savings Banls 602 43 17 15 451 67 518 26 30 
CREDIT AGENCIES OTHER THAN BANKS 61 28 3 3 104 104 20 85 
INSURANCE 63 185 100 99 1,076 1B'1 1,260 85 13 
INSURANCE AGENTS BROKERS I SERUICE 64 412 11 11 11 11 31 
REAL ESTATE 65 61 21 21 773 215 988 40 47 
SERUICES 70-89 5,649 2,850 2,680 45,221 4,:139 49,760 2,798 17 
--------
HOTELS & OTHER LODGING PLACES 70 331 148 141 2,202 36 2,238 183 15 
Hotels, Tourist Courts & Kotels 701 331 148 141 2,202 36 2,238 183 1:1 
PER~ONAL SERVICES 72 62 46 43 1,212 215 1,427 16 31 
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TABLE-4 IContinuedl 
Nu1ber of Recordable Occupational Injuries and Illnesses by Type and Industr9, llaine, 1986 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
" 
Total Nonfanl Average 
Lost Cases llhh Da9s of h\ll Cases w/o Los\ llort-
Total llorlday Days A11a1 0&91 Away Restricted Lou Lost da,s/Lost 
INDUSTRY SIC Cues Cases Frat llort Fro1 Wort llarl Actv llortdays Workdays llorlda9 Cs 
--------
--------- --------- --------
--------- --------- ----------
BUSINESS SEAUICES 13 639 343 338 4,641 197 4,838 296 14 
Kise. Business Services 739 357 153 153 1,2n 35 1,310 204 9 
AUTO REPAIR SERUICES l GARAGES 75 246 115 104 1,454 79 1,533 131 13 
Auto1ative Repair Shops 753 185 BB 79 1,038 58 1,096 97 12 
AKUSEKENT I RECREATION SERUICES 79 229 130 125 1,402 153 1,555 99 12 
Kise. A1use1ent I Recreation Services 799 185 10:1 100 1,199 153 1,352 80 13 
MEDICAL I HEALTH SERVICES BO 3,014 1,627 1,534 28,630 2,369 30,999 1,386 19 
Nursing I Personal Care Facilities 805 1,347 833 817 16,166 1,201 17,367 514 21 
Hospitals 806 1,376 711 634 11,589 1,168 12,757 664 18 
LEGAL SERVICES 81 39 22 12 221 893 1, 114 17 51 
EDUCATIONAL SERUICES 82 334 125 121 1, 711 122 1,833 209 15 
SOCIAL SERUICES 83 423 193 168 2,005 331 2,336 203 12 
KEKBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS 86 31 11 9 249 24 273 20 25 
MISCELLANEOUS SERUICES 89 201 51 51 361 98 459 150 9 
--··----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
See Footnotes at the end of Table 7. 
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TABLE·5 
Nu1ber of Recordable Occupational Injuries b9 Type ind Industry, Sta\e of "aine, 1986 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
"' 
To\al ltORfi\al Average 
Los\ Cases lli\h Dalis of TD\al Cases w/o Los\ llorl-
Total llorkdat Da's Awa9 Days Away Restricted Las\ Lan da9sfLau 
INDUSTRY SIC Cues Cases Fra1 Wark Fro1 llork Work Ac\¥ llarkdags llorkdags llarkda1 Cs 
--------
--------- --------- --------
--------- --------- ----------
PRIVATE SECTOR, ALL INDUSTRIES 01-89 39,130 18,361 16, 813 326,283 52,781 379,064 20,760 21 
------------------------------
AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, I FISHING 01-09 569 290 283 6,410 237 6,647 279 23 
--------------------------------
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 01-02 200 118 114 1,218 85 1,303 82 11 
CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION l!i-17 5,719 2,736 2,671 50,102 3,557 53,659 2,979 20 
---------------------
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS 15 2,426 1,176 1.139 19 ,211 1,820 21,031 1,249 18 
General Contrac\ors-Residen\ial 152 1, 174 605 574 10,820 1,399 12,219 569 20 
General Contrac\ars-Nonresidential 154 1,213 m 551 8,321 408 8,729 656 16 
HEAUY CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS 16 909 470 465 8,567 272 8,839 '136 19 
Highwav & Street Constr~ction 161 429 217 217 3,661 134 3,795 212 17 
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS 17 2,38'1 1,090 1,067 22,32'1 1,4n 23,789 1,294 22 
Electrical llod 173 349 164 163 2,766 149 2,915 185 18 
~i~c Special Trade Contractors 179 628 291 282 7,329 276 7,605 337 26 
liANUFACTURING 20-39 15,480 7,355 6,261 133,021 37,754 170, 775 8, 121 23 
-- -----------
FOOD I KINDRED PRODUCTS 20 1,748 755 722 13,251 1,809 15, 060 993 l!O 
Canned 5 Preserved Fruits I Uegetables 203 454 20'1 196 3,052 307 3,359 250 16 
Kise Food I Kindred Products 209 319 129 110 1,546 163 1,709 190 13 
TEXTILE HILL PRODUCTS 22 993 4'10 388 11,223 2,002 13,225 553 30 
Braad lluven Fabric Kills 223 398 195 185 4,589 581 5,170 203 27 
APPAREL & OTHER TEXTILE PRODUCTS 23 331 200 167 4,472 1,222 5,694 131 28 
LUMBER & 11000 PRODUCTS 24 3,225 1,861 1, 710 3'1,372 6,714 41,086 1,362 22 
Logging Ca1ps & Logging Contractors 241 644 443 427 13,389 993 14,382 200 32 
Saw1ills & Planing "ills 242 1,009 553 520 10,523 1,147 11,670 456 21 
Kise Wood Products 249 1,123 607 514 7,009 4,158 11,167 515 18 
µApfR l ALLIED PRODUCTS 26 1,669 817 519 17,539 7,833 25,372 852 31 
Yaper Kills Except 8uilding Paper 262 1,421 686 '136 1!>, 779 6,802 22,581 735 33 
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TABll-~ !Continued! 
Nu1ber of Recordible Occupational Injuries by 1,pe and Jndu1lr9, Stale of Maine, 1986 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total Nonfatal AYlrage 
Last Cues llith 0&,1 of Ta\11 C1111 w/a Lost llark-
Total llorkd1t Da11 Aw11 Da11 '"'1.1 R11tricted Lost Lan da11/Lan 
INDUSTRY SIC cues Cases Fra1 llarl Fra1 llark llork Actv llorkd1,s llarlt!A1s llorld11 C1 
--------
--------- --------- --------
--------- --------- ----------
PRINTING I PUBLISHING 27 336 1:11 1'19 3,081 574 3,&55 185 2-4 
Newspapers 271 1,166 66 '6 687 62 7-49 10() 11 
Co11ercial Printing 275 168 83 81 2,280 512 2,792 85 3-4 
RUBBER I PLASTIC PRODUCTS 30 -473 225 208 5,1-43 652 :'!, 795 246 26 
"1sc Plastic Products 307 377 172 162 '1, 18'1 549 '1,733 203 28 
Lf ATHER I LEATHER PRODUCTS 31 1,80'1 797 715 10 ,8:'19 2,300 13, 159 1,007 17 
Faotware Except Rubber 31'1 1,379 600 543 7, 177 1,653 8,830 779 15 
FABRICATED "ETAL PRODUCTS 34 510 209 200 :'I, 0-41 633 :'1,67'1 301 27 
MACHINERY EXCEPT ELECTRICAL 35 581 m 170 a,m 528 3,663 405 21 
ELECTRICAL EQUIPKENT I SUPPLIES 36 775 400 369 6,'170 1,508 7,978 375 20 
Elec\ronic Co1ponents I Accessories 367 28'1 186 167 2,600 325 2,925 98 16 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIP"ENT 37 2,1'12 913 595 10,775 10,953 21,728 1,229 24 
TRANSPORTATION & PUBLIC UTILITIES '10-49 l, 723 8-45 817 22,965 1,035 2'1,000 877 28 
---------------------------------
TRUCKING I WAREHOUSING 42 984 523 518 18,570 U5 19,155 '161 37 
Trucking Local I Lang Distance 421 931 -49-4 490 18,358 582 18,940 -437 38 
co""UNICATIONS -48 111 -4'1 '12 938 '15 988 62 20 
ELECTRIC GAS & SANITARY SERVICES 49 292 102 101 947 59 1,006 190 10 
Elec\ric Services 491 234 73 73 521 40 561 161 8 
llHOLE5ALE & RETAIL TRADES 50-59 9,797 4,205 4,022 67,091 5,856 72,947 5,592 17 
-------------------------
WHOLESALE TRADE 50-51 2,745 1,335 1,268 22,561 1,063 23,624 1,410 18 
---------------
WHOLESALE TRADE- DURABLE GOODS :'10 1,308 560 :112 9,585 307 9,892 748 18 
"otor U1h1cles and Au\a1ati•• Par\1 501 212 96 78 2,261 18 2,279 116 24 
Kachin1r~, Equip1en\ 1 and Suppli11 508 296 1-42 133 3,222 122 3,344 154 2-4 
WHOLESALE TRADE- NONDURABLE GOODS :'11 1,437 775 756 12,976 7:'16 13,732 662 18 
~roceri1s and Related Praduc\1 51'1 756 '151 451 8,609 158 8,767 305 19 
Mi ,c,Jlaneau1 Nondurable Gaad1 519 101 69 69 723 117 840 32 12 
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TABLE-5 IContinuedl 
Nu1oer of Recordable Occupational Injuries b' T1pe and Industrg, State of "aine, 1986 
INDUSTRY SIC 
RETAIL TRADE 52-59 
BUILDING HARDWARE & CARDEN SUPPLIES 52 
Lu1ber & Other Bldg Materials Dearlers 521 
GENERAL MERCHANDISE STORES 53 
FOOO STORES 54 
Grocery Stores 541 
AUTOMOBILE DEALERS I SERVICE STATIONS 55 
New I Used Car Dealers 551 
Ga~oline Service Stations 554 
APPAREL & ACCESSORY STORES 56 
FURNITURE & HOME FURNISHING STORES 57 
EATING I DRINKING PLACES 58 
tmCELLANEOUS RETAIL STORES 59 
Drug Stores 591 
Fuel & Ice Dealers 598 
FINANCE, INSURANCE, & REAL ESTATE 60-67 
BANKING 
Co11ercial l Stock Savings Banks 
CREDIT AGENCIES OTHER THAN BANKS 
INSURANCE 
T~SURANCE AGENTS BROKERS & SERVICE 
REAL ESTATE 
SERVICES 
HOTELS & OTHER LODGING PLACES 
Hotels, Tourist Courts I Hotels 
PERSONAL SERVICES 
60 
602 
61 
63 
64 
65 
70-89 
70 
701 
72 
Total 
Cases 
7,052 
680 
368 
682 
1,736 
1. 566 
1, 171 
831 
107 
193 
158 
1,532 
900 
72 
281 
390 
83 
43 
23 
183 
31 
61 
5,452 
323 
323 
Total 
Lon 
llarkday 
Cases 
2,870 
295 
143 
287 
722 
647 
'183 
3:17 
-41 
46 
57 
563 
417 
43 
117 
163 
21 
17 
3 
99 
11 
21 
2,767 
147 
147 
44 
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Cases llhh Da!s of TDlal 
Days Awag Dl!I Awa9 Restricted Lost 
Fro1 llork Fro1 llork llork Ac\v llorkda9s 
2,754 
254 
137 
284 
715 
640 
453 
3-42 
26 
46 
54 
538 
410 
-42 
117 
160 
19 
15 
3 
98 
11 
21 
2,599 
140 
140 
41 
-4-4,530 4,793 
3,235 :m 
2,278 167 
:l,910 596 
17,229 968 
1:1,557 968 
5,763 251 
4,901 169 
260 14 
266 1'1 
528 526 
5,668 738 
5,931 1,324 
1,135 131 
1,695 
2,757 470 
-455 
-451 
10-4 
1,075 
11 
71 
67 
1B4 
49,323 
6,506 
18, 197 
16,525 
6,014 
5,070 
274 
280 
1,054 
6,406 
7,25:1 
1,266 
1,69:1 
3,227 
526 
518 
104 
1,259 
11 
773 215 988 
43,929 3,872 47,801 
2,201 36 
2,201 36 
1,167 215 
2,237 
2,237 
1,382 
Nonfa\al Average 
Cases wla Lal\ llark-
Los\ dt!s/Lost 
llorkda,s Workdat Cs 
4,182 
385 
225 
395 
1,014 
919 
688 
474 
66 
147 
101 
969 
483 
29 
164 
227 
62 
26 
20 
84 
20 
'10 
2,685 
176 
176 
14 
17 
12 
17 
23 
25 
26 
12 
14 
7 
6 
18 
11 
17 
29 
1-4 
20 
25 
30 
3:1 
1 
47 
17 
15 
15 
31 
TABLE-5 ICon\inuedl 
Nu1ber of Recordable Occupational Injuries b' Type and Indus\ry, S\l\e of "•ine, 1986 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ta\al Nonfual Average 
Lon Cu111 llith Da1& of To\ill Cases w/o Las\ llarl-
Toul llarkdat Days Away Days Awai Res\ric\ed Lau Lan da91/LDs\ 
INDUSTRY SIC Cases Cases Fra1 llarl Fro1 llarl Yark Actv llor•d&11 llorldays llorlda1 C1 
--------
--------- --------- --------
--------- --------- ----------
BUSINESS SERVICES 73 609 313 309 4,145 164 4,309 296 14 
"isc. Business Services 739 356 152 152 1,231 35 1,266 204 8 
AUTO REPAIR SERUICES I GARAGES 75 243 115 104 1,454 79 1,93 128 13 
Auto1ative Repair Shops 753 185 88 79 1,038 58 1,096 97 12 
AHUSEHENT I RECREATION SERUICES 79 229 130 125 1,402 153 1,555 99 12 
Hise. A1use1ent I Recreation Services 799 185 105 100 1, 199 153 1,352 80 13 
HEDICAL & HEALTH SERVICES BO 2,918 1,604 1. 512 28,417 2,331 30,748 1,314 19 
Nursing & Personal Care Facilities 805 1,341 830 814 16,137 1,201 17,338 511 21 
Hospitals 806 1,286 691 615 11, 405 1,130 12,535 595 18 
LEGAL SERVICES 81 29 12 2 22 347 369 17 !11 
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 82 334 125 m 1. 711 122 1,833 209 15 
SOCIAL SERVICES 83 413 188 163 1,876 331 2,207 225 12 
HEH8ERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS 86 29 9 7 198 21 219 20 24 
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES 89 171 45 45 294 51 345 126 8 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5ee Footnotes at the end of Table 7. 
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TABLE-o 
Nuaber of Recordable Occupuianal Illnesses bg T9pe and Indu!i\rg, lliline, 1986. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total Nonfatal Average 
Last casu llith Da91 of Total Ca111 w/a Last llorl-
Total llorkd19 Da,s Awag Days Awa9 Restricted Lost Lou da91ILan 
INDUSTRY SIC cases cases Fro1 llarl Fro1 llarl llark Ac\v llorkda,s llor,da,s llarkda1 Cs 
--------
--------- --------- --------
--------- --------- ----------
PRIVATE SECTOR, ALL INDUSTRIES 01-89 2,041 979 800 21,263 10,210 31,473 1,on 32 
------------------------------
AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, I FISHING 01-09 22 5 18 
--------------------------------
CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION 15-17 51 19 19 121 133 2~4 32 13 
··--- - -----------------
GENERAL BUILDING CDNTRACTDRS 15 30 12 12 26 26 18 2 
General Contractors-Residential 152 25 12 12 26 26 13 2 
General Contractors-Nonresidential 154 4 .II 
HEAVY CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS 16 7 3 3 63 133 196 .II 65 
Highway & Street Construction 161 2 1 1 7 7 1 7 
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS 17 14 .II 4 32 32 10 8 
Kise Special Trade Contractors 179 9 2 2 16 16 7 B 
KANUFACTURING 20-39 1.~01 77~ ~98 15,329 9,108 2.11,437 72~ 32 
--~-----------
FOOD & KINDRED PRODUCTS 20 173 82 73 1,799 303 2, 102 91 26 
Canned & Preserved Fruits I Vegetables 203 27 10 10 78 81 159 17 16 
"isc Food I Kindred Products 209 80 38 30 495 205 700 42 18 
TEXTILE KILL PRODUCTS 22 42 22 21 165 25 190 20 9 
Broad lloven Fabric llills 223 11 6 6 45 45 5 8 
APP~REL & OTHER TEXTILE PRODUCTS 23 35 23 21 1,039 474 1.513 12 66 
LU"BEA I WOOD PRODUCTS 24 89 47 46 1,282 560 1,842 42 39 
Sawaills I Planing Kills 242 7 7 7 276 276 3' 
Kise llood Products 249 67 33 32 677 560 1,237 34 37 
PAPER I ALLIED PRODUCTS 26 56 22 18 573 586 1,159 34 53 
Paper "ills Except Building Paper 262 46 16 12 458 586 1,0.114 30 65 
PRINTING & PUBLISHING 27 4 2 2 15 17 32 2 16 
Newspapers 271 4 2 2 15 17 32 2 16 
R~BBER & PLASTIC PROOUCTS 30 117 25 22 946 398 1,34.11 22 511 
~i;~ Plastic Products 307 27 16 13 382 375 757 11 47 
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TABLE-6 tContinuedl 
Nu1ber of Recordable Occupational Illnesses by Type and Industry, Kaine, 1986 ~ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~------------------------------
ToUl Nonfatal Average 
Lost Cases With D11s of Total Ca1es w/o Lost Wor•-
Total Workday Da11 Aw11 Datt Away Re1tricted Lost Lost days/Last 
INDUSTRY SIC Cases Cases Fro1 Work Fra1 Work Work Ac:tv Workd&!S Workda11 Worldat Cs 
--------
--------- --------- --------
--------- --------- ----------
LEATHER & LEATHER PRODUCTS 31 498 277 222 4,998 1,901 6,899 221 25 
Faotware Except Rubber 314 371 212 175 3,843 1,468 5,311 U9 25 
FABRICATED HETAL PRODUCTS 34 18 11 11 41 58 99 1 9 
KACHINERY EXCEPT ELECTRICAL 35 32 19 10 917 1,047 1,964 13 72 
ELECTRICAL EQUIPKENT I SUPPLIES 36 192 108 91 9,526 1,765 5,291 84 49 
Electronic Co1ponents & Accessories 967 137 81 67 2,468 1,542 4,010 56 50 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPKENT 97 279 126 54 559 1,912 2,471 152 20 
TRANSPORTATION g PUBLIC UTILITIES 40-49 15 6 6 2B2 4 28" 9 48 
---------------------------------
TRUCKING & WAREHOUSING 42 7 7 
Trucking Local & Long Distance 421 7 7 
COKHUNICATIONS 48 2 2 
ELECTRIC GAS & SANITARY SERUICES 49 3 a 3 260 4 264 88 
Electric Services 491 2 2 2 3 3 2 
WHOLESALE & RETAIL TRADES 50-59 213 65 65 3,456 298 3,754 148 58 
·-·- -----------------------
WHOLESALE TRADE 50-51 106 8 8 1,083 1,083 98 135 
-- --- -----------
WHOLESALE TRADE- DURABLE GOODS 50 8 8 8 1,083 1,083 135 
WHOLESALE TRADE- NONDURABLE GOODS 51 98 98 
Groceries and Rela\ed Products 514 92 92 
RETAIL TRADE 52-59 107 57 57 2,373 29B 2,671 50 47 
------------
BUILDING HARDWARE I CARDEN SUPPLIES 52 10 10 
GENERAL nERCHANDISE STORES 53 8 7 1 722 722 103 
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TABLE-6 !Continued! 
Nu1ber of RecDrdable OccupatiDnal Illnesses b9 Tgpe and Industr9, "aine, 1986 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total Nonfatal Average 
Lost Cues llith Da9s af Total Cases w/a Lost llark-
Total llorkda9 Da91 Awa9 Dags Away Restricted Lost Lost da91/Lol\ 
INDUSTRY SIC CasH Cues Froa llork Fro1 Work llork Ac\v Workdays llarUats Workday Cs 
--------
--------- --------- -------- --------- --------- ----------
FOOD STORES 54 8 6 6 368 368 2 61 
Grocery Sures 541 8 6 6 368 368 2 61 
AUTOMOBILE DEALERS & SERVICE STATIONS 55 3 3 
New & Used Car Dealers 551 3 3 
APPAREL & ACCESSORY STORES 56 5 5 5 11 11 2 
FURNITURE & HOKE FURNISHING 57 3 3 
EATING & DRINKING PLACES :18 10 10 10 106 7 113 11 
MISCELLANEOUS RETAIL STORES 59 60 29 29 1,166 291 1,457 31 50 
FINANCE, INSURANCE, I REAL ESTATE 60-67 42 30 30 778 778 12 26 
---------------------------------
BANKING 60 29 29 29 777 777 27 
INSURANCE 63 2 
INSURANCE AGENTS BROKERS I SERVICE 64 11 11 
SERVICES 70-89 197 83 81 1.292 667 1,959 113 24 
-·-------
HOTELS & OTHER LODGING PLACES 70 8 1 1 1 7 
HDtels, Tourist Courts ' Hotels 701 8 1 1 7 
PERSONAL SERUICES 72 4 2 2 115 115 2 23 
BUSINESS SERVICES 73 30 30 29 1196 33 529 18 
Kise. Business Services 739 1 1111 411 4'1 
AUTO REPAIR SERVICES I GARAGES 75 3 3 
MEDICAL & HEALTH SERVICES 80 96 23 22 213 38 251 72 11 
Nursing I PersDnal Care Facilities 805 6 3 3 29 29 3 10 
Hospitals 806 90 20 19 184 38 222 69 11 
LEGAL SERVICES 81 10 10 10 199 5116 745 75 
SOCIAL SERVICES 83 10 5 5 129 129 5 26 
MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS 86 2 2 2 51 3 54 27 
KISCELLANEOUS SERUICES 89 30 6 6 61 47 114 211 19 
--- . --· ---- -- .. -· -- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
See fvo:•;,Jte~ at the end of Tabl!!-7 
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TABLE 7 
Nu1ber of Recordable Occupational Illnesses, bg Categorg of Illness, llaine, 1986 
Catergory of Illness 
Disorders associated with repeated trauta 
Occupational slin diseases I disorders 
Respiratory diseases due to toxic agents 
Disorders due to physical agents 
Poisoning lsgst11ic effects of toxic 1ateriall 
Dust diseases of the lung 
All other occupational illnesses 
TOTAL AU ILLNESSES 
- so -
Recordable 
Illne11es 
1057 
433 
110 
143 
55 
18 
225 
2041 
FOOTNOTES FOR TABLES 1-7; 
1. Industry Division and group totals include data for 
industries not shown separately. 
2. Standard Industrial Classification Manual, 1972 Edition. 
3. The incidence rates represent the number of illnesses or lost 
workdays per 100 full-time employees and were calculated using 
the following formula: 
Rate = (N x 200,000) I EH 
Where N =number of injuries, illnesses, total cases, or lost 
workdays. 200,000 = base for 100 full-time equivalent workers, 
working 40 hours per week and 50 weeks per year; EH = number 
of exposure hours, total hours worked by all employees during the 
survey year. 
4. Incidence rates of total cases and numbers of total cases 
include fatalities, in addition to lost workday cases, and 
nonfatal cases without lost workdays. However, because of 
rounding, the sum of the rates (and the sum of the numbers) for 
lost workday cases and nonfatal cases without lost workdays may 
not equal the total. Similarly, the difference between the total 
and the sum of the components shown may not reflect the fatality 
rate. 
Note: DASHES indicate no data reported. ASTERISKS (*) in Tables 
1, 2,and 3 indicate incidence rates of cases/workdays less than 
0.5 per 100 workers; in Tables 4, 5, and 6 asterisks (*) indicate 
numbers of cases/workdays less than 5. 
Data conforming to OSHA definitions for coal and lignite 
mining (SIC 10) and for railroad transportation (SIC 40) were 
provided by the Mine Safety and Health Administration, U.S. 
Department of Labor, and by the Federal Railroad Administration, 
U.S. Department of Transportation. Data for independent 
contractors who perform services for construction on mining sites 
are also included. 
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APPENDIX A: SCOPE OF THE SURVEY & TECHNICAL NOTES 
SCOPE OF THE 1986 OSH SURVEY 
The 1986 OSH Injuries and Illnesses Survey relates to the 
following Industry Divisions in the State of Maine: Agriculture, 
Forestry & Fishing (SIC 01-09); Mining (SIC 10-14); Contract 
Construction (SIC 15-17); Manufacturing (SIC 20-39); 
Transportation & Public Utilities (SIC 40-49); Wholesale Trade 
(SIC 50-51); Retail Trade (SIC 52-59); Finance, Insurance, & Real 
Estate (SIC 60-67); and Services (SIC 70-89), except Private 
Households (SIC 88). In addition, information was received from 
Federal sources on the injuries and illnesses at Maine's 109 
railroad and mining establishments, which are surveyed 
separately. 
All employees (part-time, temporary, etc.) in these 
industries are covered. Excluded are self-employed individuals, 
agricultural employers with fewer than eleven workers, domestic 
employers, and federal/state/local government units. Also 
excluded for the 1986 OSH Survey were small employers in certain 
low-hazard industries, in an attempt to reduce the reporting 
burden for those employers. 
Survey questionnaires were initially mailed to 3,633 sample 
units. A relatively small proportion (420 or 11 percent) of 
these were later excluded because they were no longer in 
operation, were found not to be within the scope of the survey, 
were included in the report that was completed for another 
location, received duplicate survey forms for the same 
establishment, or were not deliverable by the Postal Service 
because of an inadequate address. Original and follow-up 
mailings and/or telephone calls resulted in 3,034 usable 
questionnaires out of a possible 3,213 for a 94 percent usable 
response rate. 
ESTIMATING PROCEDURE 
Estimates of the numbers of injuries and illnesses in each 
sampled industry were obtained by first weighting the data for 
each reporting unit by the reciprocal of the sampling ratio for 
each industry and employment size group. Each of the sampling 
cell estimates was then adjusted for nonresponse. Finally, the 
aggregate data for each industry was adjusted for births by 
benchmarking, a form of ratio estimation using an independent 
determination of actual employment. 
INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION 
Reporting units are classified into industries on the basis 
of their principal product or activity determined by information 
entered in Section 111 (Nature of Business) of the survey 
questionnaire. For a reporting unit making more than one product 
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or engaging in more than one activity, data for the unit are 
included in the industry indicated by the respondent as the most 
important product or activity. 
STANDARD INDUSTRY MIX 
Because rates among industries vary greatly, caution is 
necessary when making comparisons between incidence rates 
produced for different jurisdictions. In making such 
comparisons, one could draw the wrong conclusion that a state 
with a concentration of employment in industries with high 
incidence rates (such as Maine) has a poor overall safety record 
when compared with the national rate or with rates from other 
states. 
To overcome this bias, estimates for each state can be 
recalculated to a common employment base using data from the 
level lower than the level being compared. For example, if the 
desired result was an All-Industry state rate adjusted to the 
national mix of industries, data from the Industry Division level 
would be used. This process is called the Standard Industry Mix 
(SIM), and the formula is shown below: 
<:i::X1. > - Xa 
X. =national employment for the ith industry 
I 
Y. =unadjusted incidence rate for the i thindustry 
I 
X =employment for industries absent from the state 
0 
By this method, a state's rates can be adjusted to the U.S. 
economy's mix of industries, as was done for Maine in Section IX. 
Remaining differences are then clearly due to other factors, 
which at present are undetermined. 
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+:--
U.S. Department of Labor 
Bureau of Labor Statistics for the Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration 
1986 OSHA No. 200-S 
ANNUAL OCCUPATIONAL INJURIES AND ILLNESSES SURVEY 
(Covering Calendar Year 1986) 
THIS REPORT IS MANDATORY UND"f:A PUBLIC LA'W 91-596 FAILURE TO REPORT 
CAN RESULT IN THE ISSUANCE OF CITATIONS ANO ASSESSMEtH OF PENAL TIES 
I. ANNUAL AVERAGE 
EMPLOYMENT IN 1986 
II . TOrAL HOURS 
WORKED IN 1986 
Ill. NATURE OF BUSINESS IN 1986 IV. MONTH OF OSHA 
INSPECTION 
V. RECORDABLE INJURIES 
AND ILLNESSES 
Enter the average number of 
emp1ayees who worked dur· 
ing calendar year 1986 1n the 
estatl1shment(s) covered by 
this report Include all 
classes of empl~s: full· 
time. par1-t1me. seasonal. 
temporary. etc See the 
instructions for an example 
of an annual average emplov· 
ment calcutatton 
(Round to the nHreat ~le 
--) 
Enter the total number of 
nours actually worked 
during 1986 by all em-
ployees covered by this 
report. DO NOT include 
any non-worti;time even 
~~~u,f~~~il~:~: !:r~~ 
low hours m 1986 due to 
layofls. slrikes, fires. etc .. 
e•plain under comments 
(Sectton VII). (Round to 
the nearest whole 
number.) 
I -JIC I 
A. Cheek the bo1 which 
best describes the general 
type of ac:t1v•ty performed 
by the estabt•shment(sJ 1n· 
eluded rn this report 
0 Agriculture 
0 Forestry 
0 Fishing 
8 Mining 
0 Cons1ruct1on 
0 Manufacturing 
0 Transponatron 
0 Communication 
O Public Ut1l1t1es 
O Wholesale Trade 
O Retail Tr<Kte 
O Finance 
0 Insurance 
c Real Estate 
0 services 
B Enter 1n order ol 1m· 
por1ance the pnnc1pa1 
products. lines of trade. 
services or other ach'l1fles 
For each entry also mctude 
the approximate percent al 
total 1985 annual value ol 
production. sales or re· 
ce1pts 
J%] 
r -%1 
L --4 
YI. OCCUPATIONAL INJURY AND ILLNESS SUMMARY (Covering Calendar Year 1980) 
C. If this report 1ni::ludes 
any establ1shment(SJ 
which perform services for 
other units of yout c:om· 
pany, indicate the primary 
type of service or support 
provided (Check as many 
H apply.) 
1 0 Central 
admm1stra11on 
2 D Research, ClevelOP· 
ment and teSlmo 
U Storage (wartlhouse) 
0 Other (specify) 
• Complete this sec11on by copying the totals from the 11.nnual summary ot your 1986 OSHA No_ 200. 
1 
• Leave Section VI blank il there were no OSHA recordable m1unes or illnesses during 1986 7 
If the estabhshment(s) 
covered by this report 
had either a Federal or 
State OSHA eompltance 
~~~rn~~~~~r~~. 
please enter the name 
ol the month in which 
the first inspection 
occurred. 
Cleave this 
box blank.) c:=1 
• Please check your figures 10 be certain that the sum of entries 1n columns (7a> + (7bJ + (7c:) + (70J + (7e) + (7f) + (7g) = the sum Of entries 1n columns (8) + (9) + (13}. 
• Nole. F1tst aid even wflen admm1stered by a doctor or nurse 1s not recoraable. ' 
-=-•-u::.nsu cna::: c:ssss.csss I Injuries Without 
Rell led Looi 
Fataliu .. Workdays• 
Type ot Illness: Enter the number of checks lllnes• j Illnesses wllh LMI Wortulllys 
from the appropriate (OSHA Relllljl 
columns in the log. No. 200 Fatali'8 
Did this establishment 
11ave any recordable 
1n1uries or illnesses 
during calendar year 1986 
1. ~ No (Please 
complete 
section VII) 
2. = Yes {Please 
complete 
sections VI 
and VII.) 
SEE BELOW 
rlnesse5 
Withou1 Los 
Wortubi-,s* 
lni"'l'· I Injuries with Los! Wort.doys 
DEATHS"" 
tn1ury cases ln1urY I ro •• 1 I Tole with days cases Days away Days of 
away from with days from work restncred 
work and/or awa'1 worll activity 
restricted from 
" 
DEATljS"" Illness cases I Illness I Days away I Days ol 
~ ~ ~ with days cases from work restncted ~ c u~ .,, . away from with days work 2~ o E ~~ ~~ ·~ E ~~ 2 work and/or away from act1111ty iii~ "· ~ restricted WOr11. 8. 
. " workdays work 
Number Number of Number of Sum ot days in 
_o, ... r··~. of deaths c:hec:ks m checks 1n col. 4 of the log col S of the check~ in 
Jn COi 1 col 2 or the col 3 of the log co1 6 or th 
of the log log log log 
!OSHA. No 100, !OSHA No 200i 10SHANO 200) ({)SHA "-0 ZOO/ tOS"' l6o 2001 iOS-r& Ito 20<i· 
!1t (2) (3) (4) (SJ (61 
c;"Ei . . 
§ 0 : :g, ~~ 
5'l 5 ~£ =. ~5'l ii-; ~; , . u. iii£ 
u ~ 
c5o . " Ci; 
""' 
1a1 I lb) I (Cl I 
DEATHS 
YU. REPORT PREPARED BY (please print or type) 
. .,, wOfkdays ~Q 8 ~~ .. 0>- ~~ ;1 c 0 ~ ~ Numbi-r Number of Number of Sum of days Sum of days < • ~~ -Ee £ :g of deaths checks in checks in m col 11 ol 1n col 12 of ~~ o~ ~~ 1nc:ol.8 col 9 ol the col. 10 ol lhel~ the log &~ ~~ ~ ."::" 0" o• < = of the~ log the log 
"' 
IOS01.&Jie 2001 10SH.& ~ 200! •OSHA ,.0 1001 f0SHA !¥() 100) C&A~.m 
Id) I 1•1 I II) I (QI (8) (9) (101 111) (12) 
• •tf VOU US TEO fATAUll£S IN COLUMNS (1~ ANOIOR (8~. PLEASE GIVE A BRIEf 
DESCRIPTION OF THE OBJECT OR EVENT WHICH CAUSfO EACH FATAlllY IN 
THE '"COMMENTS"' SECTION BELOW. 
Number of 
cheeks m 
cot 13 of 
the Jog 
(QSHA "° 200! 
113) 
NAME~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
TITLE ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
COMMENTS~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
SIGNATURE~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
AREA CODE AND PHONE~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
DATE 
~ 
0.M.B NO. 1220-0045 
Approval expires 6130/67 
~ 
'"IJ 
'"IJ 
tr! 
z 
0 
H 
>< 
t;l 
Complete this report whether or not there were 
recordable occupational injuries or illnesses. 
PLEASE READ THE ENCLOSED INSTRUCTIONS 
lhe 1nforrnahol'I collected i;m lhr:s form wrll be u:sea 101 sta11s11car purposes only bt 
Ille BLS, OSHA. ana trie cooperahng S1a1e Agencies 
Complete and return ONLY 
THIS FORM within 3 weeks 
s1ce:J 
EDITC:J 
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"'!" 
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APPENDIX B (continued) 
SURVH REPOHllNG Rt:GULATIONS 
1 nle 29, Part l'J04. 20-22 of 1hc Cl1de of Federal Rcgula111..m:- n:qum.:~ lhi:l.I: each e111plmer ,ti.all rel urn 1he 
completed :rnrvey form. OSHA No. 200-S, \lrllhin 3 week., of rei.:e1pt 111 a\.:cordam:c w11h the m:.1nac1ionii. 
:.hown below. 
INSTIUll'llONS tOR COMPU:TING THE OSHA NO. 200-S tURM 
1987 ()(TUl'ATIONAL INJllRIES Al'D IU.Nt:sst:s SlJRVt:\ 
t('owring CalcndMr l'rar 1'1861 
(.'han1c uf Ownership-\\.hen 1here ha~ heen a 1.:hange of owner~h1p dunng the repon pc:riod, onl) the 1e..:ord!! of ihe ~·urrcnt owner are to be entered in 1he 
report. l:.xplam full)· under Comments (Section VII), and include the date of 1he o .. nershiri change and the llme period thi~ repou cover~. 
Pmrtial-Ycar Repor1ia11-For any e:i.tabli:i.hmtnl(~) which wai., not in cx1s1cnce [or the en1ne repon year, the repurl should \:Over the por11on of lhe period dur-
ing which the e!llablhhrnent(!!i) ""a" in ex.i3.tcni:c. Ex.plain fully under Commenb (Se1..·t1on VIH, indudin& lhe time period lhl!. rtporl covers. 
l:STABLISHMl:N°fS INCUIDl:D IN THt: Kl.PONT 
Tiu' rL•pur1 !.hould include only tlm~c e!!itabli~hmenh located in, or ide011fied by. the Rerori I <Xalion and ldcn11fii.:ation de.1gnation whic.:h appear!\ abU\c :-our 
mad111g addrc3'~ Thi1.. deMgnation may be a geographical an:a, U\llall~ a countr)' or L·i1), or 11 .:ould be a bric!' de-M:riP11on of vour ooeraliun wuhm a 
pographii.::al area. If you have any question!! concerning the co\·erage ol this report, plca!!ie i..:ontact the agem.:y identified on the OSHA No. 200-S reporl form. 
llt:l'l!'OTION Ot' t:STABl.ISllMENT 
An t:~TABl.ISHMt::"ljT l!!i 1..kfincd a' a ~mgh..· ph~ ,1 .. :al lo1.:at1L»l "twre l'iu'>lm:-~' h L·onductL'll nr \lohcrt• •l'r\·ii..'C'!I or 1ndu,rnal Q['lcratmm are Jlerfurmt·d. (hn l'\-
· .....,,.,.tt-: e·fattcf'Y, mill, !'i10T'C', trotct,·Te!t:lttr.tnf;m0t1e 111ca11c, ra1m;·ram.1"1,""bant, sates omce, warehouse, or Central adrTiin..,rrattvr office.)·- -
for tirms engaged m activuies such as con'itruc1ion, transportation, communication. or el~tric, ga~ and ianitar~ servtcrs, which may be physically d1,1JCrs1.-d, 
report!<o !<ohould 1.:over die place to which employee~ normally repon eai:h day. 
Kcporh for pcr,onnl·I who do not prunaril) reporl or work at a Mngle cMabli,hmc.•nl, \UL'h a~ travdm~ .. alc\mcn, H-ch1111.:1am, engineer!\, e1i.:., \hould rnvt1 thC' 
l~ation lrom which they arc paid or the base from whil.:h per!!ionnd operalc to carry ou1 their ai:ti'<1lle!>. 
St:CTI0:-0 I. ANNUAL AV£HAGt: t:MPUl\'Mt:NT IN 19116 
Emer in Section I the •"cr•gt (nl111he iota!) number ol' full and par1~time employee~ who \lo>Orked during 1.:alendar year 1986 in the e)labil'.'lhmcnt(sl indudeJ in 
I his report. H more 1han one c.."!>labh~hment is included in this reporl, add together the annual a\•erage employment for each e!rltablilrlhment and emer the ~um. 
Include all clas!>t'S of emplO)'t'CS - sea!'onal, tempcrary, admimstra11ve, supervi~ory, clencal, profe:!i!!o10nal, technical, sales, delivery, installation, cons11uc11on 
and service personnel, a;ri well as operator!> and related workers. 
Annual Average employment !.hould be computed by summing lhe cmployme01 from all pay fl\'.'nor.h during 1986 and then dividing 1ha1 mm by the total 
number of !!iuch pa) penvd!<o throughout the entire year, mdudmg period~ with no emplo)mcnl. hir e.\amrile, ii. )'ou hall the fulll1win1 mom hi) employment 
Jan.-10; Feb .. IO; Mar.- JO; Apr.·j; ~-1at·-S; June-5; July-j; Aug.·O; Scpi.~O: Oct.-0; No\>.-5; lJec.·5~you wtmld sum the number of employets lor eae.:h mon· 
thly pa) period (in thi!!o ca,t>; 601and1hen divide that io1al by 12 (the number of pay periu<l"> during thL' y~ar) to derive an annual averase emplo)111en1 of 5. 
SU'l'I0:-1 II. TUIAl. HOliKS WOHKtJ> II< 1•116 
f:nti:r 111 St"\:tion II the tolal number \>I hour~ actual!) •orbd b} all da~!le~ of employee' during 1986. Be \Ure Ill mdude ONLY time on du1y. DO 1'01 in· 
cludt any nun-work limt e1,cn thmitih paid, \Ul'h en '<t.:a1ion ... ,jd;;, lc.•aw, ho!ida~·.,, Cll'. The hour' 1o1.orkct..I fig LI re ~hould be obtained lrom payroll or 01hcr ume 
r~1:mJ, wherever po~sihle; 1f hours worked arc nol maintained )eparatt'ly from hour~ paid. plca"e enter your be3.I e~llma1e. If aclual houh "·orJ..cd arc mll 
a,·oulabk for employee.' raid on comm1,~ion, ~alary, by mile, etc., hours worked may be e!lllmaled on 1he ba~is of scheduled hour!! or 8 houn per workday. 
1-·or example, if a group of 10 ~alcmed emp\m·ce~ worked an avcra~e of 8 hours per day, 5 day5 a week, for SO weeh of the report period, the 101al hotU!I work· 
ed lor 1hi;, group woulJ he JO :\ ~ -... 5 x SU = 20.000 hour!!i for the report period. 
~t:<TION Ill. NArtlHt: 01· BllSINt:SS IN 1986 
In order to verif) the na1ure of bu~ine!'!i!> code, we musl have information about the !>pecifie enlnomic ac1ivity carried on by the e\tabllshmcnl{s) mduded m 
your reporl during calendar 1986. 
CL1mplcte Pan.., A, 8 and Ca.., i11dil·.1tcd m Sc .. :ti,1n II! on th<:' OSHA No .. 200.s form. Compkic Pan C onf} if ... upportmg .'>er .. kc-'> arc pro\iJ..:J w othi:r 
c!l1ahli-'>hmenls of )011rcompany. Leave Pan C blank if a) suppon1ng ~er"K;es are not lhe primary function of any e!!ilablishment(s) includai m tfli~ report orb) 
supponing senic..-e ... are pr0\1ded bu1 only on a l'nnlrat'I or rtt basilt for 1tie general public or for 01hcr bu..,me ...... firm:\. 
No·n~: If more than one e!ltabli!!ihment 1s indudcd, informa11on in Sei;:t1on Ill 3.hould rcfkct 1hc combined al·ti\lilies of all !'!IU1.:h establishment .... Onc1.·otle "'Ill 
be a!!i.,1gned which ~st mdkate. the nature of bu ... ine\~ of the aroup of establbhme'Ol~ a~ a whole. 
MONTH Ot' OSHA IN~PECTION 
l:nter lhe name of thl' fir\! month in 1986 during"' hi.:h your e ... tabli.,hment(s) had an OSHA i.::omplia1Ke impection. Include 111!.pection.., under 1he l·eJctal or 
Stalt' e4ui ... ·alen13of the (ki.::upational Safely anll Health A1.:1 b) Federal or State inllpcCtor-'> and other 1mpec11orh \lohu.:h ma) re~uh in penahie ... for vio!atiom ot 
salct)' and health ~tandard,. Do not mdude im~l.'t1om lin111ed lo elentor!!o, bollers, fire ~afely or those whit."h are comuhativc in nllure. 
St:CflOl\I V. Kt:fORIJABl.t: INJURlt:.., OH 11.LNl:!<Sl:S 
Check the appropriate box. If you checked "Yes"', complete Sections VI and VII. If you checked 1 'No"', complete only Section Vll. 
Sl:CTIOr. VI. OCC:Ll'ATIONAI. ll<JUHY ANIJ ILLi'ESS ~UMMARY 
Thi... !<otttion can be ~omple1eJ ea\1ly b~· copying the Iota!.., from the annual summary of )our 1986 OSHA No. 200 form (Log and Summary of Oc~upational 
lnJunc' and llll1es!!ie!!i). Plea\c no1e that if thi' report ..:o,~r~ mort' than one estabfohmen1, the hnal totals on the "log" for each musl be added and the \um~ 
entered in Sei.::tion VI. 
Lea\( Section VI blank. 1f the emplu)Ce!> i..·mered in thi~ repon experienced no recordable in1urie .. or illne~~es during 1986. 
It 1hcre were rei,;ordable injuries or 11lnesse5 during t~ year, please rc~t~ your O~HA No. 200 form for ea.:h e~1.sbl1\hmcn1 lo be included in this n:porl w 
mal.c ~ure 1ha1 all entriC"> arc coneet am.I t."omplete bcturc completing Sei.:tion VI. Each m:ordable cao;.e \hould be induded on the .. Log" in only ontol 1hc ~1~ 
mam 1.·;ucgorie~ ol injurit'"> or illnc~~e ... : 
I. INJUKY·rclated dea1h~ (Log rnlumn J) 4. I LI. NF.'i.S-rclated deaths (log column 8) 
2. INHIN:ll·S '1."ith l!J!ll worl..dan 1Lu1 culumn 2J 5. ILLNl:.SSES with lolil workdays (log column 91 
3. I NJ U JU.ES without lo!.t workday' (log .:olumn 6) b. ILLNESSE~ without los1 workdays (Log column 13) 
Al\o review each i;a.'>e to en..,urc !hat the appropriate cmric~ have been made for lhe other l.'Olumm 1f applicable. For example, if the case is an Injury with Lo">t 
Wor ... day!I, be ~ure that 1he ...:heel.. fl>r an inJur~· 10,ohingd•)i. ._..,from work(l.og column 3) 1' cmercd 11 neL-es~ary. Aho venfy 1hat 1het."0HC1."I number ol 
da)' a\\ay lrom work (log \'.ulumn 4) amL or day) ol re">trkted ""or~ a...:t1\ity (lo~ ...:ulumn 51 are recorJcd. A ~imilar re.,..1ew should be made for a cast:' which t) 
an Jllnc:~' >Aith Lost Workda}s (i111.·luding L 011- 1.·olumn!!i IO, 11 and I Z). Plea'.'le remember 1hai 1f your rn1pluyce.'>' lolls of workday~ i5 ~1111 corllinumg at 1h.: time 
lhl' annual summary fot 1he year h ...:nmpletl·J, )OU .. hould c~timatc the numher of lu1ure worl-..day~ th1.·~ \looill hl!.C and add 1h1~ e~1ima1e to thca.:tucil wor..,day~ 
already lost. Each panial day away from work, other than the day of cx:i.:urrencc of the injury or omet of illness. should be entered as one full re.5.trlcted work. 
day. 
Al~o. for each case which i) an lllnc,~. make ~ure that 1he appropr1a1e column inllica1ing Type of lllne'~ (log columns 7a-7g) is ctted.ed. 
After completing your review of the individual en1ries on the "Log", please make ~ure that the "Totals" line has been completed by summarizing ColumnJ. 
I through 13 according 10 the 111~1rui:11om on 1he brKk of the "Log" form. Then, copy thC!>C "Total ... " onto Section VI of the OSHA No. 200·S lorrn. 
If you enlcred fatalitie!I in columns (I) and/or (8). plea!\e includt: m 1hc "comments'' section a brief description of the objC(t or event which caused each 
fatalily. 
llK'T AID 
finally, plea ... e remember that all anjurit:~ which. in your judgement, required only 1·in.t Aid Ttt1tment e .. ·cn when administered by a d1Kl0r or nurse, should 
nu1 he induded m 1hi~ rtpon. Hr1.1 AuJ rrt:atmcnt I) defim.·J a~ one·11me treatment and ~ub~equenl observation of minor scra1che!>. cut!., burn!., splinters. etc., 
"-h11i:h do nol ordinarily re~u1re mC'i.11cal care. 
l'OMMt.NlS ANU 1111:1'1 lllll A flON 
Plea ... e i..:omplell' all pan!!i mduding your area wdc and telephone number. Then return 1he OSHA Nu. 200-S form 111 the pre-addressed envelope. Kt:t:P your 
file COP)". 
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APPENDIX C 
Recordkeeping Summary 
Basic recordkeeping concepts and guidelines are in-
cluded with instructions on the back of form OSHA No. 
200. The following summarizes the major recordkeeping 
concepts and provides additional information to aid in 
keeping records accurately. 
General concepts of recordability 
1. An injury or illness is considered work related if it 
results from an event of exposure in the work environ-
ment. The work environment is primarily composed of: 
(1) The employer's premises, and (2) other locations 
where employees are engaged in work-related activities or 
are present as a condition of their employment. When an 
employee is off the employer's premises, work relationship 
must be established; when on the premises, this relation-
ship is presumed. The employer's premises encompass the 
total establishment. This includes not only the primary 
facility, but also such areas as company storage facilities, 
cafeterias, and restrooms. In addition to physical loca-
tions, equipment or materials used in the course of an 
employee's work are also considered part of the employ-
ee's work environment. 
2. All work-related fatalities are recordable. 
3. All recognized or diagnosed work-related illnesses 
are recordable. 
4. All work-related injuries requiring medical treat-
ment or involving loss of consciousness, restriction of 
work or motion, or transfer to another job are record-
able. 
Analysis of injuries 
Recordable and nonrecordable injuries. Each case is 
distinguished by the treatment provided; i.e., ifthe injury 
was such that medical treatment was provided or should 
have been provided, it is recordable; if only first aid was 
required, it is not recordable. However, medical treatment 
is only one of several criteria for dete;mining recordability. 
Regardless of treatment, if the injury involved loss of 
consciousness, restriction of work or motion, or transfer 
to another job, the injury is recordable. 
Medical treatment. The following procedures are 
generally considered medical treatment. Injuries for 
which this type of treatment was provided or should have 
been provided are almost always recordable if the injury 
is work related: 
• Treatment of INFECTION 
• Application of ANTISEPTICS during second or subsequent 
visit to medical personnel 
• Treatment of SECOND OR THIRD DEGREE BURN(S) 
• Application of SUTURES (stitches) 
• Application of BUTTERFLY ADHESIVE DRESSING(S) or 
STERI STRIP(S) in lieu of sutures 
• Removal of FOREIG!'li BODIES EMBEDDED IN EYE 
• Removal of •ORUC!'li BODIHi FROM WOLND; if pro-
cedure is COMPLICATED because of depth of embedment, 
size, or location 
• Use of PRESCRIPTION MEDICATIONS (except a single dose 
administered on first visit for minor injury or discomfort) 
• Use of hot or cold SOAKING THERAPY during second or 
subsequent visit to medical personnel 
• Application of hot or cold COMPRESS(ES) during second or 
subsequent visit to medical personnel 
• CUTIING AWAY DEAD SKIN (surgical debridement) 
• Application of HEAT THERAPY during second or subsequent-
visit to medical personnel 
• Use of WHIRLPOOL BATH THERAPY during second or 
subsequent visit to medical personnel 
• POSITIVE X-RAY DIAGNOSIS (fractures, broken bones, etc.) 
• ADMISSION TO A HOSPITAL or equivalent medical facility 
FOR TREATMENT. 
First aid treatment. The following procedures are 
generally considered first aid treatment (e.g., one-time 
treatment and subsequent observation of minor injuries) 
and should not be recorded if the work-related injury 
does not involve loss of consciousness, restriction of work 
or motion, or transfer to another job: 
• Application of ANTISEPTICS during first visit to medical 
personnel 
• Treatment of FIRST DEGREE BURN(S) 
• Application of BANDAGE(S) during any visit to medical 
personnel 
• Use of ELASTIC BANDAGE(S) during first visit to medical 
personnel 
• Removal of FOREIGN BODIES NOT EMBEDDED IN EYE if 
only irrigation is required 
• Removal of FORUGN BODIE~ FROM WOUND; if pro-
cedure is UNCOMPLKATED, and is, for example, by tweezers 
or other simple technique 
• Use of NONPRESCRIPTION MEDICATIONS AND adminis-
tration of single dose of·PRESCRIPTION MEDICATION on 
first visit for minor injury or discomfort 
• SOAKISG THERAPY on initial visit to medical personnel or 
removal of bandages by SOAKING 
• Application of hot or cold COMPRESSCES> during first visit 
to medical personnel 
• Application of OINTMENTS to abrasions to prevent drying or 
cracking 
• Application of HEAT THERAPY during first visit to medical 
personnel 
• Use of WHIRLPOOL BATH THERAPY during first visit to 
medical personnel 
• NEGATIVE X-RAY DIAGNOSIS 
• OBSERVATION of injury during visit to medical personnel. 
The following procedure, by itself, is not considered 
medical treatment: 
•Administration of TETANUS SHOT(S) or BOOSTER(S). 
However, these shots are often given in conjunction with 
more serious injuries; consequently, injuries requiring these 
shots may be recordable for other reasons. 
Reminder: Work-related injuries requiring only first 
aid treatment and that do not involve any of the 
conditions in item 4 above, are not recordable. 
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APPENDIX D: TOTAL CASE INCIDENCE RATES FOR SELECTED STATES AND FOR THE UNITED STATES, 1985 
Table D-1: Sequenced Alphabeticall9 b9 Na•e. Table 0-2: Sequenced by To\al C11e Incidence Rate. 
Taul Total Last Total Last Taul Total Lost Total Last 
STATE Cases Workday Cues Workdays STATE Cases llarkd19 Cases Wark days 
------ ------------- ---------- ------ ------------- ----------
Alabau 8.4 3.7 59.1 HAINE 12.5 6.2 136.6 
Aluka 10.7 4.9 81.0 Ali.Ska 10.7 4.9 81.0 
A1erican Sau 3.6 2.6 55.1 Oregan 10.5 5.5 115.9 
Arizona 9.2 4.0 63.7 Hawaii 9.6 :u 74.9 
Arkansas 8.0 3.6 58.8 OH1ha11 9.5 4.2 79.0 
California 9.1 4.4 68.0 lluhi ngun 9.'1 4.3 66.7 
Connecticut 8.3 4.0 67.9 Arizona 9.2 4.0 63.7 
Delaware 5.6 2.6 39.5 California 9 .1 4.4 68.0 
Florida 8.8 3.9 60.8 Rhode hland 8.9 4.6 104.2 
Guu 3.6 2.5 34.7 lier.ant 8.9 4.3 65.2 
Ha111ii 9.6 5.1 7.11.9 Florida 8.8 3.9 60.8 
Indiana 7.7 3.4 52.0 Utah 8.7 4.0 56.4 
Iowa 8.2 3.6 60.3 Nevada 8.5 .11.2 64.1 
Kansas 7.7 3.4 60.9 Al1b111 8.4 3.7 59.1 
Kentucky 8.3 4.2 70.9 New ttexico 8.4 4.2 97.9 
Louisiana 7 .3 3.4 85.0 Connecticut 8.3 4.0 67.9 
ttAINE 12.5 6.2 136.6 Kentuckg 8.3 4.2 70.9 
ttaryland 7.9 4.1 60.2 Iowa 8.2 3.6 60.3 
Hichigan 8.0 3.8 71.2 Tennenee 8.2 3.5 53.3 
Hinnesota 7.6 3.4 60.3 Arkanlils 8.0 3.6 58.8 
Hiuissippi 7.8 3.5 56.8 Hichigan 8.0 3.8 71.2 
Hissouri 7.9 3.4 55.3 Hontana 8.0 3.3 73.9 
Hontana. 8.0 3.3 73.9 Hartland 7.9 4.1 60.2 
Nebraska 7.9 3.2 52.8 Hissouri 7.9 3.4 55.3 
Nevada 8.5 4.2 64.1 Nebraska 7.9 3.2 52.8 
New Hexico 8.4 4.2 97.9 UNITED STATES 7.9 3.6 64.9 
North Carolina 7.4 3.0 '14.2 Hississippi 7.8 3.5 56.8 
Okhho11 9.5 4.2 79.0 Indiana. 1.7 3.4 52.0 
Oregon 10.5 5.5 115. 9 Kansas 1.1 3 . .11 60.9 
Puerto Rico 3.8 3.2 81.5 Hinnesata 7.6 3.4 60.3 
Rhode Island 8.9 4.6 1041.2 Nort.h Carolina 7.4 3.0 44.2 
South Carolina 7.1 2.8 46.0 llga1ing 7.4 3.3 88.5 
Tennessee 8.2 3.5 53.3 Louisiana. 7.3 3.4 85.0 
UNITED STATES 7.9 3.6 64.9 Virginia 7.3 3.4 52.6 
Utah 8.7 4.0 56.4 llest Virginia. 7.2 3.8 70.5 
ller1ont 8.9 4.3 65.2 South Ca.ralina. 7 .1 2.8 46.0 
Virgin Islands 2.4 1.8 35.7 Delaware 5.6 2.6 39.5 
Virginia. 7.3 3.4 52.6 Puerta Rica 3.8 3.2 81.5 
llashingtan 9.4 4.3 66.7 A11rican 5011 3.6 2.6 55.1 
West Uirginia. 7.2 3.8 70.5 Gu11 3.6 2.5 341. 7 
Wyoling 7.4 3.3 88.5 Virgin Islands 2.'I 1.8 85.7 
·--------- -------·-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-------------------
Source: 1985 OSH Survey 
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APPENDIX D: TOTAL CASE INCIDENCE RATES FOR SELECTED STATES AND FOR THE UNITED STATES, 1985 
(continued) 
Table D-3:Sequenced b• Lost Workday Case Incidence Rate. Table D-4: Sequenced bg Incidence Rate of Last Worldavs. 
Tot.al Tot.al Last. Tat.al Last Tat.al Toial Lott. Total Lost 
STATE Cues llorlda9 Cases Workdays STATE Cases Workday Cases llarkdays 
------ -------------
---------- ------ ------------- ----------
HAINE 12.5 6.2 136.6 llAINE 12.5 6.2 136.6 
Oregon 10.5 5.5 115. 9 Oregon 10.5 5.5 115.9 
Hawaii 9.6 5.1 74.9 Rhode hland 8.9 4.6 104.2 
Alaska 10.7 4.9 Bl. 0 New Hexico 8.4 4.2 97.9 
Rhode Island B.9 4.6 10'1.2 WtDling 7.'I 3.3 98.5 
California 9.1 4.4 68.0 Louisiana 7.3 3.4 85.0 
Wuhingt.on 9.'I 4.3 66.7 Puerto Rica 3.B 3.2 BU 
ller1on\ 9.9 4.3 65.2 A lash 10.7 4.9 91. 0 
Mew llexico B.'I 4.2 91.9 OHaho11 9.5 4.2 79.0 
OklahDli 9.5 4.2 79.0 Hawaii 9.6 5.1 7'1.9 
Kentucky 8.3 4.2 70.9 llanuna 9.0 3.3 73.9 
Nevada 8.5 4.2 64.1 llichigan 9.0 3.8 71.2 
llaryland 1.9 '1.1 60.2 Kentucl9 8.3 4.2 70.9 
Connecticut 8.3 4.0 67.9 West llirginia 7.2 3.8 70.5 
Arizona 9.2 4.0 63.7 California 9 .1 4.4 68.0 
Utah 9.7 4.0 56.4 Connecticut 8.3 4.0 67.9 
Florida B.8 3.9 &0.8 Washington 9.4 4.3 &11.1 
llichigan 8.0 3.8 11.2 ller1ont 8.9 4.3 65.2 
West llirginia 7.2 3.9 70.5 UNITED STATES 7.9 3.6 64.9 
Alabua 9.4 3.7 59 .1 Nevada 8.5 4.2 64.1 
UNITED STATES 7.9 3.6 64.9 Arizona 9.2 4.0 63. 7 
Iowa 8.2 3.6 60.3 Kansu 7.7 3.4 60.9 
Arkansas 8.0 3.6 58.8 Florida 8.8 3.9 60.8 
Hississippi 7.8 3.5 56.8 Iowa 8.2 3.6 60.3 
Tennessee 8.2 3.5 53.3 llinnesata 7.6 3.4 60.3 
Louhiana 7.3 3.4 85.0 llargland 7.9 4.1 60.2 
Kansu 7.7 3.'I 60.9 Al1b11a 8.4 3.7 59.1 
l'linneso\a 7.6 3.4 60.3 Arl1ns11 8.0 3.& 58.8 
"inauri 7.9 9.4 55.3 Mississippi 7.8 3.5 56.8 
Virginia 7.3 3.4 52.6 Utah 8.7 4.0 56.4 
Indiana 7.7 3.'I 52.G Hissauri 7.9 3.4 55.3 
WyDling 7.4 3.3 88.5 A11r ican SDI& 3.& 2.6 55.1 
l'lont.ana 8.0 3.3 73.9 Tenn111ee 8.2 9.5 53.3 
Puer\a Rico 3.8 9.2 81.5 Nebraska 7.9 3.2 52.8 
Nebraska 7.9 3.2 52.8 Virginia 7.3 3.4 52.6 
Nar\h Carolina 7.4 3.0 44.2 Indiana 1.1 3.4 52.0 
South Carolina 7.1 2.8 46.0 Saut.h Carolina 7.1 2.8 46.0 
A11rican 5011 9.6 2.6 55.1 Nor\h Carolina 7.4 3.0 44.2 
Delaware 5.6 2.6 39.5 Delaware 5.6 2.6 39.5 
Gun 3.6 2.5 34.7 Virgin Islands 2.4 l.8 35.7 
Uirgin Islands 2.4 1.8 35.7 Gun 3.6 2.5 34.7 
-··- ·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Source: 1985 OSH Survey 
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APPENDIX E: COMPUTING INCIDENCE RATES FOR AN INDIVIDUAL 
ESTABLISHMENT 
Occupational injury and illness incidence rates may be 
calculated for an individual establishment by using the same 
formula used to compute industry-wide incidence rates from the 
Annual Occupational Injuries and Illnesses Survey. The 
establishment's experience may then be compared with the overall 
rates for other units in the same industry in Maine or elsewhere 
in the United States. 
The formula for computing a total case incidence rate is: 
NUMBER OF INJURIES AND ILLNESSES X 200,000 
TOTAL EMPLOYEE HOURS WORKED 
This incidence rate represents the number of total 
recordable cases (the sum of fatalities, lost workday cases, and 
nonfatal cases without lost workdays) occurring per 200,000 hours 
of work exposure (the equivalent of 100 employees working an 
average of 2,000 hours per year, 40 hours weekly for 50 weeks 
annually). 
The correct totals are most easily obtained by referring to 
your file copy of the Occupational Injuries and Illnesses Survey 
form (OSHA No. 200-S). If your company was not selected to be 
surveyed in 1986, refer to Log and Summary of Occupational 
Injuries and Illnesses (OSHA No. 200). 
For the NUMBER OF RECORDABLE INJURIES AND ILLNESSES, see 
Section VI of the OSHA No. 200-S. 
For TOTAL EMPLOYEE HOURS WORKED, see Section II of the OSHA 
No. 200-s. 
Incidence rates may be computed separately for injuries, 
illnesses, lost workday cases, nonfatal cases without lost 
workdays, or the number of lost workdays. Simply replace the 
number of injuries and illnesses in the formula given above with 
the appropriate total from the OSHA No. 200-S for the measure for 
which the rate is being computed. 
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APPENDIX F: RELIABILITY OF ESTIMATES 
All estimates derived from a sample survey are subject to 
sampling and nonsampling errors. Errors of response and reporting 
are minimized through comprehensive edit procedures and follow up 
contact with employers. Errors of sampling variability are 
minimized through the use of randomized stratified sampling 
techniques. The relative standard error is a measure of the 
sampling variability. 
When applied to the survey estimates, the sampling error 
serves to define the confidence intervals. The relative standard 
error, along with the characteristics estimated value, defines 
the confidence interval that would include complete coverage 
(census) value. The chances are 2 out of 3 that the estimates 
produced would have been in the range of 1 standard error below 
to 1 standard error above the estimated value, the chances are 19 
out of 20 that the estimate would have been in the range of 2 
standard errors above and below the estimated value. The chances 
are 997 out of 1,000 (99.7 percent) that a complete census would 
produce a value in the range of 3 standard errors above and below 
the estimated value. 
The relative standard error for Maine's private sector are 
shown in Text Table Fl. The total case incidence rate of 12.9 
cases per 100 full-time workers has a relative standard error of 
1.2 percent. This information means that the chances are 2 out of 
3 that a complete census would produce a total case incidence 
rate in the range of 12.7 to 13.1. The chances are 19 out of 20 
that a complete census would produce a total case rate of 
between 12.6 and 13.2, and the chances are 997 out of 1,000 that 
a complete census would produce a rate between 12.4 and 13.4. 
These confidence intervals can be calculated for other estimated 
values by using the above mentioned methodology. 
Text Table Fl:Relative Standard Error, Total Injuries and Illnesses, by Case Type, 
by Industry Division, Maine, 1986. 
Industry (SIC) 
PRIVATE SECTOR (01-89) 
Agriculture (01-09) 
Construction (15-17) 
Manufacturing (20-39) 
Transportation (40-49) 
Wholesale Trade (50-51) 
Retail Trade (52-59) 
Finance (60-67) 
Services (70-89) 
Relative Standard Error (Percentage) 
Total 
Case 
Rate 
1. 2 
7.0 
2.5 
1.5 
3.8 
5.0 
3.3 
13.9 
5.1 
Lost Nonfatal Total 
Workday Case w/o Lost 
Case Rate Lost Workday Workdays 
1. 6 1.5 2.1 
7.1 7.7 22.5 
2.7 3.2 3.8 
1.7 1.9 2.3 
4.5 5.2 9.9 
6.4 6.3 9 .1 
4.4 4.1 7.3 
25.3 15.9 21.l 
6.8 6.5 9.1 
------------------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX G: MAINE'S ON-SITE JOB SAFETY & HEALTH CONSULTATION 
PROGRAM 
••• provides you with a cost-free safety and health inspection 
without penalty provisions and a confidential written report • 
••• provides a pre-construction review of plans or specifications 
for potential safety and health problems • 
••• provides you with equipment and laboratory assistance to 
measure potential safety and health problems • 
••• provides safety and health alternative correction action to 
assist in complying with OSHA citations • 
••• provides safety and health inspections of only those areas in 
your establishment specified by you. 
The Maine Job Safety and Health Consultation Program began 
in 1978 to help employers, primarily small employers, maintain a 
safe workplace by understanding and complying with OSHA 
regulations. This program is a cost-free and penalty-free one, 
conducted under a contract between the Maine and the U.S. 
Departments of Labor. 
The consultant will first meet with you to explain the 
procedures and to update you on OSHA activities. Then, the 
consultant will inspect your workplace and will note any 
violations of rules and potential hazards. You are encouraged, 
but not required, to have worker representatives participate. 
When the inspection is completed, the consultant will review 
the findings with you, including how the standards apply to the 
workplace, which OSHA rules you may be violating, and ways to 
correct the deficiencies. The consultant also can help you 
interpret the standards and inform you of other available 
resources; or the consultant may aid you in correcting safety and 
health problems. 
Later, you will receive a written technical report covering 
the information given you during the visit, including the 
specific rules which apply and ways to correct violations. 
If you would like more information on this program or would 
like to request a consultation, call the Bureau of Labor 
Standard's Safety Division at 289-2591, or write to Station 82, 
Augusta ME 04333. 
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APPENDIX H: GLOSSARY 
Average lost workdays per lost workday case: The number of lost 
workdays divided by the number of lost workday cases. 
Days away from work: The number of days (consecutive or not) the 
employee would have worked but was absent from work because of 
occupational injury or illness. The number of days away from 
work does not include the day of injury or the onset of illness. 
Days of restricted work activity: The number of workdays 
(consecutive or not) on which, because of injury or illness, one 
or more of the following occurs: (1) the employee was assigned to 
another job on a temporary basis, (2) the employee worked at a 
permanent job less than full time; or (3) the employee worked at 
a permanently assigned job but could not perform all duties 
normally connected with it. 
Employment-size Group: 
average employment. 
Establishments with a specified range of 
Establishment: A single physical location where buisness is 
conducted or where services or industrial operations are 
performed. Distinctly separate activities are performed at a 
single physical location, such as construction activities 
operated from a separate establishment. 
First-aid treatment: A one-time treatment and subsequent 
observation of minor scratches, cuts, burns, splinters, etc., 
which do not ordinarily require medical care. (See Appendix C.) 
Incidence rate: The number of injuries and illnesses, or lost 
workdays experienced by 100 full-time workers. (See Section II 
and Appendix E.) 
Industry Division - see Standard Industrial Classification 
Industry Group - see Standard Industrial Classification 
Lost workdays: The sum of days away from work and days of 
restricted work activity (see above). The number of lost 
workdays does not include the day the injury occurred or the day 
the illness was discovered. 
Medical treatment: Includes treatment administered by a 
physician or by registered professional personnel under the 
standing orders of a physician. However, medical treatment does 
NOT include first-aid treatment (one-time treatment and 
subsequent observation of minor scratches, cuts, burns, splinters 
and so forth) which does not ordinarily require medical care even 
though provided by a physician or registered professional 
personnel. (See Appendix C.) 
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APPENDIX H (Continued) 
Occupational fatality: Death resulting from a traumatic accident 
or an exposure in the work environment. 
Occunational illness: Any abnormal condition or disorder, other 
than one resulting from an occupational injury, caused by 
exposure to environmental factors associated with employment. It 
includes acute and chronic illnesses or diseases which may be 
caused by inhalation, absorption, ingestion, or direct contact, 
and which can be included in the categories listed below. The 
following categories are used by employers to classify recordable 
occupational illnesses: 
(7a) Occupational skin diseases or disorders, for example: 
contact dermatitis, eczema, or rash caused by primary irritants 
and sensitizers or poisonous plants; oil acne, chrome ulcers; 
chemical burns or inflammations; etc. 
(7b) Dust diseases of the lungs (pneumoconioses),for 
example: silicosis; asbestosis; coal worker's pneumoconiosis; 
byssinosis, siderosis; and other pneumoconioses. 
(7c) Respiratory conditions due to toxic agents for 
example: pneumonitis, pharyngitis, rhinits or acute congestion 
due to chemicals, dusts, gases or fumes; farmer's lung; etc. 
(7d) Poisoning (systemic effects of toxic materials), for 
example: poisoning by lead, mercury, cadmium, arsenic, or other 
metals; poisoning by carbon monoxide, hydrogen sulfide or other 
gases; poisoning by benzol, carbon tetrachloride, or other 
organic solvents; poisoning by insecticide sprays such as 
parathion, lead arsenate; poisoning by other chemicals such as 
formaldehyde, plastics and resins; etc. 
(7e) Disorders due to physical agents (other than toxic 
materials), for example: heatstroke, sunstroke, heat exhaustion 
and other effects of environmental heat; freezing, frostbite and 
effects of exposure to low temperatures; caisson disease; effects 
of ionizing radiation (isotopes, xrays, radium); effects of 
nonionizing radiation (welding flash, ultraviolet rays, 
microwaves, sunburn); etc. 
(7f) Disorders associated with repeated trauma for example: 
noise-induced hearing loss; synovitis, tenosynovitis, and 
bursitis; Raynaud's phenomena; and other conditions due to 
repeated motion, vibration, or pressure. 
(7g) All other occupational illnesses for example: anthrax; 
brucellosis; infectious hepatitis; malignant and benign tumors; 
food poisoning; histoplasmosis; coccidiodomycosis; etc. 
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APPENDIX H (Continued) 
Occupational injury: Any injury such as a cut, fracture, sprain, 
amputation, etc., which results from a work accident or from 
exposure involving a single incident in the work environment. 
Publishable industry level: An industry level (Division, Group, 
etc.) for which (1) average employment exceeded 1,500 during the 
survey year, and (2) no one firm or small number of firms so 
dominated the industry so as to hazard the guaranteed 
confidentiality of OSH Survey data. 
Recordable occupational injuries and illnesses: Any occupational 
injuries or illnesses which result in (1) FATALITIES, regardless 
of the time between the injury and death, or the length of the 
illness; (2) LOST WORKDAY CASES, other than fatalities, that 
result in lost workdays; or (3) NONFATAL CASES WITHOUT LOST 
WORKDAYS, which result in transfer to another job or termination 
of employment, require medical treatment, or involve loss of 
consciousness or restriction of work or motion. This third 
category also includes any diagnosed occupational illnesses which 
are reported to the employer but are not classified as fatalities 
or lost workday cases. 
Report form: The OSHA No. 200-S survey questionnaire used as the 
data collection vehicle for the OSH Survey. (See Appendix B.) 
SIC - see Standard Industrial Classification 
Standard Industrial Classification: A classification system 
developed by the Office of Statistical Standards, Executive 
Office of the President/Office of Management and Budget for use 
in the classification of establishments by type of activity in 
which they are engaged. Each establishment is assigned an 
industry code for its major activity which is determined by the 
product, group of products, or services rendered. Establishments 
may be classified in 2-digit, 3-digit, or 4-digit industries, 
according to the degree of information available. An industry 
division is the broadest level (other than the total private 
sector) at which estimation is performed in the OSH Survey in 
Maine, and is identified by a range of SIC codes. (For example, 
SIC's 20 through 39 represent the Manufacturing Division). An 
industry group is identified by one 2-digit code. 
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APPENDIX I: COMMENTS FORM 
Your comments about this material will help us make 
improvements. We are interested in any feedback concerning its 
usefulness, accuracy, organization, and completeness. Requests 
for additional copies will be filled subject to availability. 
(See Appendix I.) Requests for further details on this subject 
should be sent to the Bureau Director at the address below. 
These requests may be denied due to confidentiality restrictions. 
Please indicate your position or title: 
How suitable is this material for your own requirements? 
Very suitable 
Suitable 
Not suitable 
What information not presently covered should be included? 
What information presently covered should be excluded? 
Additional comments: 
Please return this page to: Maine Department of Labor 
Bureau of Labor Standards 
Research and Statistics Div. 
State House Station #45 
Augusta, Me 04333 
If you wish a reply, please include your name and mailing 
address • 
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APPENDIX J: ORDER FORM 
The following items are available without charge from: 
Maine Department of Labor 
Bureau of Labor Standards 
Research & Statistics Division 
State House Station 45 
Augusta, Me 04333 
ANNUAL PUBLICATIONS (contact this office for latest year 
available): 
Occupational Injuries and Illnesses in Maine. 
=:=characteristics of Work-Related Injuries & Illnesses, Maine. 
Census of Maine Manufactures. 
~Directory of Maine Labor Organizations. 
Maine Construction Wage Rates. 
Labor Relations in Maine. 
OSHA RECORDKEEPING MATERIALS: 
~Supplementary Record of Occupational Injuries & Illnesses, 
OSHA No. 101. 
Log & Summary of Occupational Injuries & Illnesses, OSHA No. 
~200. 
Poster: Safety and Health Protection on the Job 
~Recordkeeping Requirements Guidelines 
A Brief Guide to Recordkeeping Requirements 
CONSULTATION PROGRAM: 
Booklet: Maine's On-Site Safety & Health Consultation Program 
Please contact me concerning an on-site safety & health 
consultation. My phone number is: 
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